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Overview
In November 2016, the Consortium for Applied Studies in Jewish Education (CASJE) launched a major
research initiative, funded by Crown Family Philanthropies, to explore the ways in which Jewish ECE may
serve as a gateway for greater and long-term involvement in Jewish life. The mixed-methods, multi-year
study addressed three questions:
1. What does “Jewish engagement” mean to Jewish families with young children and to Jewish early
childhood professionals?
2. How do Jewish ECE and early engagement programs engage parents with young children, and what
are the barriers to parental or family engagement?
3. How does Jewish engagement change over time for Jewish families with young children, and do these
patterns differ for families who do and do not enroll their children in Jewish ECE?
Each of these three research questions correspond to a primary research phase of the project:
1. Conducting a literature review, survey content analysis, and key informant interviews to develop a
more precise definition of “Jewish engagement” with a specific focus on a wide range of Jewish families
with young children;
2. Conducting case studies of Jewish ECE and early engagement programs in three target communities
to identify best practices utilized by Jewish ECE for engaging parents with young children, as well as
barriers to engagement; and
3. Conducting a survey of Jewish families with young children to examine changes in engagement over
time.
Three metropolitan areas were targeted to address the latter two research questions of the study:
Chicago, IL; Greater Washington, DC., and Seattle, WA. These represent communities with diverse
Jewish populations, and range from large and well-established, to highly transient, to small but rapidly
growing.
The materials in this report present findings related to the second research question of the CASJE ECE
Project. This project was led by Dr. Tamara Halle and Dr. Elizabeth Karberg at Child Trends, together with
Dr. Mark Rosen of Brandeis University. The initiative aimed to contribute rigorous research findings on
Jewish ECE to the field to inform future research and practice.
This report presents three “community scans” for Chicago, IL, Greater Washington, DC, and Seattle, WA
that describe the respective community institutions and programs that support Jewish families raising
young children. Each profile presents demographic data, information about Jewish preschools, and
information about various support mechanisms for preschools, preschool staff, and parents. Profiles
also describe various efforts to engage families with young children outside of preschools under the
rubric of early engagement.
5

The information provided for each of the three communities reflects the size of the respective Jewish
community, the number of institutions focusing on families with young children, the nature of programs
for parents, the degree of support for local Jewish educators and institutions, and the availability of
current data regarding participation. Differences in offerings across communities are largely a result of
differences in the amount of funding dedicated to supporting Jewish preschools and early engagement
programming. These differences reflect variations in support from local Federations and foundations.
The research team also conducted individual interviews with two to six Jewish ECE directors and other
administrative staff in each community, in order to understand the ways that Jewish ECE programs see
the broader engagement of families as part of their mission. Each director was asked about their
program’s mission, ways in which their program engages families in Jewish life, and the community of
families that attend their preschool.
Information provided in the scans were obtained by interviewing relevant professionals in each
community and by synthesizing information from various community reports. When appropriate,
reports are cited in footnotes.
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Understanding the CASJE ECE Project Target Communities: Chicago, Illinois

Chicago Community Scan
Metropolitan Chicago’s Jewish Population: A Brief Overview
As of 2018, the most recent Jewish population study for Metropolitan Chicago was conducted in 2010. 1
During prior decades, Metropolitan Chicago’s Jewish population had been growing steadily. It will not be
possible to determine if this growth trend is continuing until the forthcoming 2020 study is completed.
The 2010 study found that Chicago’s Jewish population was approximately 292,000 individuals, an
increase of 18 percent from the results of the previous study conducted in 2000. Chicago’s Jews lived in
approximately 148,000 households, an increase of 38 percent from the 2000 results. Among married
respondents in the study, slightly less than two-thirds (63 percent) were inmarried, and 37 percent were
intermarried. 2 The corresponding intermarriage rate for 2010 was 30 percent.
Chicago’s Jews were concentrated in seven geographic regions. Almost a quarter of the total Jewish
population (24 percent) were urban dwellers who lived within the city limits on Chicago’s North Side,
with the greatest concentrations in the neighborhoods of Lakeview and West Rogers Park/Peterson
Park. Another 7 percent lived elsewhere in the city.
More than two-thirds of the Jewish population (69 percent) lived in the suburbs. The Near North
suburbs bordering Chicago were home to 22 percent of the Jewish population; the North/Far North
suburbs were home to 19 percent of the population, and the Northwest suburbs were home to 18
percent of the population. The remaining 10 percent of Chicago’s Jews lived in the Western and
Southern suburbs.
Among households where at least one member of the household is Jewish, 76 percent are comprised of
all Jewish members. This percentage was lowest for the Western and Southern suburbs (52 percent and
57 percent, respectively), and highest for the Near North and North/Far North suburbs (87 percent and
88 percent, respectively).
Of the 148,000 Jewish households in Metropolitan Chicago, 14 percent consisted of households that had
children age 5 or younger and no children older than 5. Overall, the study estimated that there were
approximately 20,000 children ages 0 to 5.

For details, see The 2010 Metropolitan Chicago Jewish Community Study available from the Berman Jewish
Databank.
2
The 37 percent intermarriage figure consists of 33 percent who were married to someone not Jewish, and 4
percent who were married to someone categorized as Jewish and something else.
1
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Jewish Preschools: The Metropolitan Chicago Landscape
In 2018, there were 38 preschools under Jewish sponsorship in Chicago. 3 Table 1 shows the geographic
distribution, and Table 2 shows the type of sponsorship/affiliation:
Table 1. Geographic Distribution of Jewish Preschools in Metropolitan Chicago, 2018

Geographic location
Chicago – Lakeview
Chicago – West Rogers Park/Peterson Park
Chicago – Other
Near North suburbs

Number of
preschools
4
4
5
7

North/Far North suburbs
Northwest suburbs
Western suburbs
Total

10
5
3
38

Table 2. Sponsorship/Affiliation of Jewish Preschools in Metropolitan Chicago, 2018

Preschool sponsorship/affiliation
Jewish Community Center (JCC)
Board of Jewish Education (BJE), located in Conservative
Synagogues
Jewish Council for Youth Services (JCYS)
Non-Orthodox Day School
Orthodox Day School
Conservative Synagogue
Reform Synagogue
Reconstructionist Synagogue
Independent
Total

Number
of
preschools
6
4
4
3
8
3
7
1
2
38

Until recently there were 39 preschools. One preschool closed during the 2017-18 school year and had not
reopened as of the time of this community scan.
3
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In 2017-18, total enrollment across the 39 preschools active at the time was 3,630. This figure is based
on a brief enrollment survey conducted by the Jewish United Fund of Metropolitan Chicago (JUF),
Chicago’s Jewish Federation.
A more comprehensive preschool census was conducted by JUF for the 2016-17 school year with the
assistance of an outside consultant. 4 Thirty-eight of 39 preschools provided enrollment figures, and 35
completed the census in full. 5 The census found that 3,519 children were enrolled in Jewish preschools
that year.
Almost two-thirds of the children enrolled in 2016-17 (64 percent) were two-, three-, and four-year-olds,
and approximately 16 percent were infants and toddlers. The majority of children enrolled (60 percent)
were partial-day, rather than full-day attendees.
All 35 of the preschools that completed the full census offered a half-day option, and 20 offered a fullday option. Thirty-two offered extended hours in the afternoon, and 23 offered early drop off times in
the morning before the official starting time for preschool.
Children from interfaith families were less likely to attend a Jewish preschool. The 2010 population
study found that 37 percent of couples in Metropolitan Chicago are intermarried, but the percentage
attending Jewish preschools is considerably lower. The census findings indicated that in 22 of the 35
preschools that completed the full census, the percentage of families that were interfaith was 10
percent or less. Eight preschools had between 10 and 20 percent interfaith families. Only five had more
than 20 percent.
In addition, some of the children enrolled in Jewish preschools were not Jewish. Twenty-four of the 38
preschools accepted applications from families in which neither parent was Jewish. Six of these 24
preschools had a percentage of non-Jewish children that was 20 percent or higher, and for the
remaining 18 preschools, the percentage of children who were not Jewish was less than 20 percent. The
census did not provide an overall percentage across all Jewish preschools.
Jewish preschools in Chicago compete with secular preschools for enrollment. A 2016 survey
commissioned by JUF to analyze how Jewish parents make preschools decisions found that 70 percent
of the non-Orthodox parents who responded considered both Jewish and secular preschools when
deciding where to send their child. 6 Among those parents who considered both types of preschools and
ended up choosing a secular program, the three most prominent reasons for not choosing a Jewish
preschool were:
•

No full-day care offered

Nathan J. Vaughan. Chicagoland Jewish Census Results: Early Childhood Centers. April 14, 2017.
It is problematic to determine whether there is an upward enrollment trend from 2016-17 to 2017-18 since the
number of schools contributing to the enrollment tally were not same across the two school years.
6
Deborah Cooper and Anna Hartman. Preschool Choice: What the Jewish Community Can Learn from How Parents
Navigate Early Childhood Program Decisions. Spring 2016.
4
5
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•

Too expensive

•

Inconvenient location

The study found that among parents who considered both types of preschools, there were no
identifiable differences in Jewish attitudes, connections, and affiliation between parents who chose a
Jewish preschool and those who chose a secular preschool. 7 It would appear that pragmatic
considerations drive the decision. This is consistent with both Jewish and secular research on preschool
choice.8 The study concluded that to increase preschool enrollment, JUF needed to provide assistance
that could:
•

address systemic barriers such as location, cost, and hours

•

address the negative perceptions that some parents have of Jewish preschools, and enhance
their visibility

•

strengthen and ensure consistent quality, based on parents’ perceptions that Jewish preschools
do not operate at the same level of quality as secular preschools

An additional factor not addressed in this study may potentially be influencing preschool choice in
certain geographic areas. One preschool director described how some affluent urban Jewish parents in
Chicago who want to send their children to secular private K-8 schools appear to believe that their
children’s chances of acceptance will be higher if they attend a secular preschool rather than a Jewish
preschool. 9

Support for Jewish Preschools
Historically, support for Chicago’s Jewish preschools was siloed. Chicago’s Jewish umbrella agencies for
preschools – the Jewish Community Center, Jewish Council for Youth Services, Board of Jewish
Education, Associated Talmud Torahs, and synagogue-based preschools – all had an employee who was
responsible for providing support to their respective preschools (see Table C2, above). In addition,
synagogue-based preschools received support from national coordinators in the Reform and
Conservative movements.
From 2013 to 2018, this arrangement changed considerably. As of 2018, four of the sponsoring agencies
did not have dedicated staff who support preschools. The dedicated staff member at the fifth agency

7
This finding is inconsistent with the finding of a similar study conducted in Boston. See Mark I. Rosen and Heidi
Schwartz, How Jews Choose: A Study of Early Childhood Decisions Among Parents in Greater Boston, August 2015.
The Rosen and Schwartz study found that parents identifying as Orthodox or Conservative, parents who
considered Judaism to be very important in their family’s life, and parents whose friends were mostly Jewish were
more likely to choose a Jewish preschool than those identifying as Reform or those who did not consider Judaism
to be very important in their family’s life.
8
In addition to the Rosen and Schwartz study cited above, see Nicole Forry, Kathryn Tout, Laura Rothenberg,
Heather Sandstrom, and Colleen Veseley, Child Care Decision-Making Literature Review, December 2013.
9
Personal communication, May 3, 2018.
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retired in December 2018, and a new director took her place. JUF provided most of the support to
preschools in 2018 irrespective of their sponsorship, with the help of dedicated funding from two local
foundations, Crown Family Philanthropies and an anonymous foundation. Two other Jewish
organizations based outside of Chicago, the Union for Reform Judaism and the Jewish Early Childhood
Education Leadership Institute, have also provided support (see discussion below). This section
describes the various support programs that have come into existence in recent years.
Federation Staff Dedicated to Early Childhood Education: Beginning in 2015, a number of professional
staff was hired at JUF to focus on Jewish preschools. There are now three full-time employees and one
part-time employee providing support.
The Director of Early Childhood Excellence, a position created in 2015, oversees all aspects of early
childhood education in Metropolitan Chicago and reports to the Executive Director of the Community
Foundation for Jewish Education. Under this position are three staff members:
•

The Director, Early Childhood Professional Learning, hired in 2016, runs professional
development programs for preschool teachers and school leaders and helps to create
communities of practice.

•

The Program Director, Jewish Education and Engagement, is a part-time position (shared with
JUF Young Families) created in 2017. This individual teaches in the professional development
programs and oversees the Chicago Teachers Project (described below).

•

The Project Manager, Early Childhood Collaborative, was hired in 2018 to manage the newlycreated Jewish Early Childhood Collaborative (described below).

Attracting Parents to Jewish Preschools: The first significant effort by JUF to support Jewish preschools
began in 2008. Now in operation for over 10 years, JUF Right Start offers a financial voucher to families
with at least one Jewish parent who are enrolling their children in an approved Jewish infant, toddler, or
preschool program for the first time. The goal is to increase enrollment in Jewish preschools. Parents
receive $1,000 if the child attends two or three days a week and $2,000 if the child attends four or five
days a week. There is also a $500 sibling voucher.
For the 2017-18 school year, 786 children from 744 families received JUF Right Start vouchers and
enrolled in Jewish early childhood education programs across Metropolitan Chicago. Among these
families, 413 received first-time vouchers, and 373 returning applicants received sibling vouchers.
In 2016, JUF initiated a new grant program called Barrier Buster Grants, funded by the Harvey L. Miller
Supporting Foundation. Grants of up to $20,000 were specifically intended to help preschools attract
more families. This new funding was an outcome of the 2016 Preschool Choice study, cited above. Grant
proposals submitted to JUF by preschools could focus on any of the following areas:
•

realizing excellence in teaching and learning

•

developing more welcoming environments
13

•

improving marketing

•

enhancing security

•

improving communication with families

•

updating facilities/equipment

•

improving food service

•

offering high-quality infant care, extended hours, and/or more convenient locations

•

addressing tuition costs

Schools also had the option to apply for general quality improvement grants funded by JUF.
Learning Opportunities for Preschool Leaders: The approach that underlies all activities to enhance
learning for preschool professionals in Chicago is to foster interaction and collaboration so that teachers
not only learn from professional educators in the field, but also from each other. Historically, until about
five years ago, most preschools saw each other as competition. There was little professional interaction
and collaboration.
One of the first major efforts to bring teachers and directors from different preschools together took
place at a conference sponsored by JUF in the summer of 2013. As part this conference, the Director of
Families with Young Children at the Union for Reform Judaism (URJ) facilitated a breakout session based
on her expertise in working with Jewish preschools. This session focused on how preschools might use
the findings of a recent study about Chicago’s Jewish parents to foster family engagement. 10 It brought
many Chicago Jewish preschool professionals together in the same room to discuss common concerns
for the first time.
There was agreement among this group that there was a need for some sort of ongoing community of
practice to continue the conversation. Subsequently URJ, with the support of JUF, sought and obtained a
grant from Crown Family Philanthropies to create such a community of practice.
The resulting initiative was formalized and given the name Chicago Early Engagement Leadership
Initiative (CEELI). The initial participating cohort, which began in June of 2014, consisted of directors,
lead teachers, and board members from 12 Chicago-area preschools. Although CEELI was initiated by
URJ, it was not solely for preschools based in Reform synagogues. The 12 participating preschools
represented multiple types of schools – Board of Jewish Education, Jewish Community Center, Jewish
Council of Youth Services, Conservative, Reform, and Reconstructionist synagogues, and an independent

Rosen, Mark I. Looking for connections: A study of Jewish families with young children in Chicago. Chicago, IL:
Report to the Jewish United Fund / Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago: 2013.
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preschool. Orthodox preschools and preschools based in day schools were not included in the cohort
since their needs and interests were perceived to be significantly different. 11
The themes that emerged from participants were program excellence, teacher development,
enrollment, family engagement, marketing, and operational flexibility. Over the course of the next year,
the cohort met monthly to develop specific action plans for each of their individual preschools, sharing
their thought processes and progress with the cohort.
Participants subsequently reported that they had learned more about their community and industry,
were tackling shared problems together, no longer saw each other as competitors, and had developed
personal and professional relationships. 12
After the initial cohort completed the process, there was interest among the participants in continuing
the initiative. Largely the same group continued to meet with the addition of three new preschools for
further exploration under the rubric “CEELI 2.0”. There have also been one-session “Boot Camps,” such
as “Effective Ways to Use Social Media.” These programs are open to any Chicago Jewish early
childhood professional. All topics are generated by the community.
While JUF sponsored the conference that led to CEELI, CEELI emerged from conversations among
preschool professionals, rather than being initiated by JUF. A second initiative for preschool
professionals came about because of consulting work done for JUF.
In 2014, a consultant was brought in to examine Jewish preschools in Metropolitan Chicago. Based on
this consultant’s recommendations, and with the support of Crown Family Philanthropies and an
anonymous funder, the Jewish Early Childhood Education Leadership Institute (JECELI) was brought to
Chicago.
JECELI had been operating in New York since 2012 as a joint project of The Jewish Theological Seminary,
Hebrew Union College, and Bank Street College of Education. The program is described as a “multilayered intensive learning institute for directors, assistant directors and emerging teacher leaders of
Jewish early childhood education programs.” 13 In contrast with CEELI, where the primary focus was on
the preschool as an institution, JECELI focused on the individual professional. The goal was to give
participants a deeper perspective on their work as early childhood professionals and educators. The first
JECELI cohort in Chicago began in early 2016 with 17 professionals. A second cohort of 20 began in early
The central organizing theme for CEELI was family engagement, involving an expansion of focus to bring Judaism
to the parents of children enrolled in preschool. It was felt that at Orthodox preschools family engagement is a
“given” since Orthodox parents are already highly involved in Jewish life. Preschools that are a part of day schools
were excluded because have a different orientation than preschools that are in synagogues, JCCs, or agencies. At
day schools, preschools serve the primary role of recruiting families. For families not already committed to day
school education, the hope is that preschool enrollment will be followed by day school enrollment. This type of
preschool is not an independent entity; rather it is embedded in a larger school community.
12
For a blog about CEELI written by participants that appeared on the URJ website, see Can Competitors Become
Collaborators? These Chicago Educators are Proof They Can!
13
For more information see the JECELI website: http://jeceli.org/
11
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2018. In contrast with CEELI, the cohort included professionals from Orthodox preschools and
preschools that were situated in day schools.
With only a few exceptions, Chicago preschool professionals had chosen to participate in either CEELI or
JECELI, but not both. The initiatives were distinct and had different aims. They operated independently.
Apart from CEELI and JECELI, JUF sponsored its own communities of practice (CoPs) that used travel to
enhance learning. Four CoPs were meeting in 2018: a Reggio Emilia 14 CoP, an Israel CoP, a Jewish Lens
CoP, and a Nature CoP.
During the 2017-18 school year, teams from 16 schools studied together under JUF auspices over the
course of several months. One portion of the group toured preschools in Los Angeles, another traveled
to Italy to study the Reggio Emilia approach to early childhood education, another visited nature
preschools in Toronto, and the fourth studied in Israel to imagine new pedagogic approaches to Israel
education.
An additional program for preschool leaders was the Learning Exchange, which brought together a peerlearning cohort of 10 early childhood educators from Chicago and 10 from the Denver/Boulder area. The
program was funded by The Jim Joseph Foundation, which is based in San Francisco, and the Rose
Community Foundation, which is based in Denver. The program had three goals:
•

Expanding knowledge and facilitating learning between the two communities

•

Building participants’ pedagogical skills

•

Sharing lessons throughout the process with the field

The program consisted of monthly video conference meetings and two in-person city gatherings in the
respective communities involving knowledge sharing, site visits, and small-group peer learning. Each
participant was paired with an educator from the partner city.
Learning Opportunities for Preschool Teachers: JUF also offered classes under the umbrella of Tic-TacToe Professional Development. Recent classes have helped preschool teachers develop classroom skills
such as photography, paint, and clay, as well as curriculum development. JUF also offered periodic
gatherings known as communal conversations, as well as retreats.

The Reggio Emilia approach refers to the philosophy of early childhood education that originated in Reggio
Emilia, Italy. It refers to an educational theory that is centered on the child; teachers provide children with an
environment with resources and materials, and then observe and listen to the children. They then use what they
observed to interweave children’s interests into learning. See Gandini, L. Introduction to the Fundamental Values
of the Education of Young Children in Reggio Emilia (adapted from Gandini, L. (2008). Introduction to the schools of
Reggio Emilia). In L. Gandini, S. Etheredge, S. & L. Hill (Eds.), Insights and inspirations: Stories of teachers and
children from North America (pp. 24-27). Worchester, MA: Davis Publications, Inc.
14
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Attracting New Teachers to Jewish Preschools: Finding teachers for Jewish preschools is an ongoing
challenge, not just in Chicago, but nationwide. Two separate initiatives in Chicago addressed this issue.
First, JUF, with a grant from the Covenant Foundation, launched a fellowship program in 2017 called The
Chicago Teachers Project: A Laboratory for Jewish Early Childhood Education. The primary aims of this
new program were to recruit talented individuals to the field, primarily recent college graduates, and to
develop a sustainable workforce for Chicago’s Jewish preschools. Analogous to Teach for America, this
program provided fellowships to new teachers, trained them, and provided mentors. As of 2018, the
program was in its second year of the first cohort. Recruitment for a second cohort started in 2019.
Separately, CEELI has also developed a pilot program for 10 individuals to become teachers in Jewish
preschools, specifically those interested in a mid-career change. The program involved a partnership
with National Louis University that resulted in a teaching certificate. 15 Marketing of the program began
in the summer of 2018.
While the two efforts shared the goal of bringing new teachers into the field of early childhood
education, the two programs targeted different populations and took different approaches. The JUF
program was a two-year program that focused on bringing in new teachers to full-time positions,
inducting educators into the profession while they work full-time in a preschool. The CEELI program
focused on recruiting participants who were interested in either full-time or part-time employment. It
provided university-based training to aspiring educators for a year before they entered the classroom as
paid educators. 16
The Jewish Early Childhood Collaborative: JUF commissioned a strategic plan in 2016 to take a
community-wide look at Jewish ECE. The plan, conducted by Third Plateau, a San Francisco-based social
impact strategy firm, identified four strategic priorities: 17
•

Formalize a collaborative – create an established framework of relationships, shared leadership,
resources and vision that will enhance Jewish ECE in Chicago, enabling the field to develop and
disseminate a shared brand for Jewish ECE

•

Strengthen the talent pipeline – focus on the recruitment, development, and retention of
teachers and directors, to build stronger and more sustainable schools and programs

In early childhood education, with the possible exception of state-funded Pre-K and Head Start, one does not
need a formal teaching certificate. Instead, each state has an agency that determines what an early childhood
teacher needs in order to be in the classroom. Depending on the state, this is a combination of experience,
coursework, and a high school or college degree.
16
Both programs described here offer alternative certification, which refers to a teacher preparation program that
does not result in a college or graduate degree, even though college-level coursework is part of the curriculum.
The JUF program provides the requisite number and type of university courses that the State of Illinois requires for
early childhood lead teachers but is not linked to a specific university. The CEELI program, as noted, works with
National Louis University. Graduates of the CEELI program will emerge with the credits needed to be lead teachers.
In the State of Illinois this is what is known as the credentials for ECE level 5. See https://registry.ilgateways.com/
17
Third Plateau, Chicagoland Jewish ECE Collaborative: Strategic Plan 2017-19
15
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•

Advance a culture of excellence in schools – ensure that each school in Chicago’s Jewish ECE
system is high-performing and strives for a culture of excellence in all its work

•

Expand accessibility – reduce barriers to entry, better meeting the needs of today’s families, and
more effectively market Jewish ECE programs to expand access and enable deeper relationships
to and within the Jewish community

The Jewish Early Childhood Education Collaborative was launched in 2018 as a direct result of the
strategic plan. It was described as a “broad-based coalition of early childhood directors, teachers,
researchers and community members working together to increase access to and enrollment in high
quality Jewish early childhood education.” 18 In 2018, four task forces had launched and focused on the
following areas that emerged from the strategic plan:
•

Parent satisfaction/marketing and awareness

•

Researching and defining a set of sustainable business models

•

Developing shared standards of excellence

•

Staff retention

Two more taskforces were planned to launch in 2019:
•

Staff recruitment

•

Developing a toolkit for the establishment of new preschools

The hope of the Collaborative was to create a clearer vision and greater alignment for the future of
Jewish preschools in Chicago, and for collaboration among preschools to continue.

Programs for Families with Young Children
The Director of Early Childhood Excellence at JUF oversaw all Federation-based support for Jewish
preschools in Chicago in 2018. This position reported to the Executive Director of the Community
Foundation for Jewish Education at JUF. A separate department, JUF Young Families, which reported to
the Vice-President of Community Outreach and Engagement within JUF, oversaw programming for
families with young children more broadly.
JUF Young Families offered a variety of programs for families, for the most part outside of preschools.
The department was organized around three primary programs: Right Start (described above), PJ Library
and PJ Our Way, which sent Jewish books and music to families, and jBaby, which focused on families
with children birth to age two. The department had eight employees in 2018:

18

See https://www.eccollaborative.com/collaborative
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•

Assistant Vice President, JUF Young Families – oversaw all engagement programs for families
with children ages 11 and under

•

Director, JUF Young Families – oversaw PJ Library and PJ Our Way programming, and a new
initiative for families with children ages 2 to 5

•

Director, Jewish Education and Engagement – helped to deepen Jewish content and support
educational experiences for children, parents, teachers, and directors in early childhood settings
throughout Chicago (position is half-time; the other half is shared with the Community
Foundation for Jewish Education at JUF)

•

Program Associates (2), jBaby Chicago – assisted with all program management

•

Program Associate, PJ Library – managed logistics for all PJ and Young Family events, oversees PJ
Shabbat Across Chicago program and PJ Our Way When I Grow Up series for 7- to 11-year-olds

•

Program Associate, JUF Right Start – managed the day to day operations of processing Right
Start vouchers

•

Secretary – supported all administrative tasks for JUF Young Families

PJ Library
PJ Library, a program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation, sends Jewish books and CDs monthly to
families with children age six months through age 8. As of 2018, 200,000 books in English, Hebrew,
Spanish, and Russian were sent to families each month around the world. The program is free to families
and funded by the Harold Grinspoon Foundation in collaboration with local donors. PJ Our Way offers
books to children ages 9-11, allowing children to choose their books.
In Chicago, the program was launched in 2008. Subscriptions grew to 5,000 within a year of the launch
as a result of partnerships with 80-90 different Jewish organizations across Chicago. In 2018, 7,500
Chicago-area families received books. In addition to sending books, JUF Young Families offers the
following PJ Library-themed programs, using the contact information of PJ Library subscribers to market
the programs:
•

Family Events – opportunities for local families to meet other families through low-barrier, highquality Jewish programs at kid-friendly locations

•

Young Families Celebrates – a series of family-friendly programs celebrating Jewish holidays and
Tikkun Olam 19

A Hebrew phrase literally meaning “world repair” that is currently used to refer to the human responsibility to
“fix” problems in the world. It is often used in the context of Jewish approaches to social action and social justice.
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•

PJ Gives Back – a series of family-friendly social service projects

•

When I Grow Up – a PJ Our Way and PJ Library program designed for 7- to 11-year-olds to
participate in interactive conversations and hands-on projects with Jews involved in professions
such as songwriting, theater, fashion, art, and professional sports

•

Tot Shabbats – opportunities to explore different synagogue communities, meet other young
Jewish families, and share Shabbat with family

•

Programs for Ages 2-5 – opportunities to meet PJ Connectors as well as other families in various
venues exploring volunteer work, art, music and food through a Jewish lens

jBaby Chicago
jBaby Chicago, sponsored and run by JUF and funded by the Crown Family Philanthropies and an
anonymous foundation, helps expectant parents and families of newborns and tots (0-24 months) make
connections, build friendships and engage in Jewish life in Chicago with the help of five city-based and
six suburban jBaby ambassadors. These young mothers, who work 5-8 hours a week for JUF, have a
number of responsibilities. They welcome mothers with new babies by delivering “swag bags”
containing items valued by new parents, listen and share stories with parents, connect them with other
families in their neighborhood or suburb, and inform them about local institutions and programs.
In partnership with 19 local Jewish organizations throughout Metropolitan Chicago, the program offers
an array of classes, ranging from music and art classes to Hebrew immersion playgroups to an expectant
parent dinner series. Playgroups enable parents to meet other parents raising Jewish children in a
nearby low-key social setting. Family events are geared for the entire family, including grandparents,
and provide an opportunity to meet other jBaby families and participate in low-barrier Jewish programs
at kid-friendly locations.
The jBaby Chicago “brand” has become pervasive across Metropolitan Chicago and is highly visible
among parents with young children. Indeed, jBaby has become a model program replicated and imitated
across the country. However, for a variety of reasons, not all Jewish programs for families with young
children partner with jBaby Chicago. Some programs, run by synagogues and other Jewish organizations,
operate independently.
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Synthesis of Interviews with Metropolitan Chicago ECE Directors
Introduction
In the first half of 2018 a team of researchers from Child Trends completed a series of interviews with
directors and other staff at six Jewish ECE centers in metropolitan Chicago. The purpose of the
interviews was to understand the ways in which individuals working at Jewish ECE centers see the
broader engagement of families in Jewish life as part of their mission. The interviews covered a variety
of topics including a description of the center and its curriculum, staff background and professional
development, formal and informal opportunities for parent involvement in the center, activities the
center offers for parents with and without their children, perceived role of the center in engaging
families in Jewish life, and family involvement in Jewish life outside the center and after children
graduate. This report summarizes learnings from the interviews including how Jewish ECE centers
contribute to families’ engagement in Jewish life in metropolitan Chicago.

Selection of Programs for Interviews
As part of the broader CASJE ECE study, the research team selected one metropolitan Chicago ECE
program for an in-depth case study. As part of the selection process the research team held
informational calls with several Jewish ECE directors, met to discuss the findings from the preliminary
calls, and consulted with Jewish Federation staff before making a final decision on the program to target
for the case study. Directors of the programs considered but not selected for the case study were
invited to take part in the individual interviews described in this report.

Description of ECE Programs
Staff from six different Jewish ECE programs participated in the interviews; these programs will be
referred to in this report as Programs A, B, C, D, E, and F. One program was new, having opened only 18
months prior to the interview; the other programs had operated for decades, although sometimes with
changes in location. There were two half-day programs, two full-day programs, one program that
offered both half-day and full-day options, and one program that is part of a Jewish day school and
primarily operates on school-day hours. The half-day programs served children beginning at age 2,
whereas the full-day programs served children beginning either at 6 weeks or at 15 months. The
program that was part of a Jewish day school accepted children beginning at age 3. One of the half-day
programs served children only up to the age of 3; the other programs served children through age 5.
Total program size ranged from 70-120 children.
All the programs were licensed by the state for the ages of children they serve. Class sizes varied
according to age and ranged from a low of 10 to a high of 16-20. Teacher to student ratios also varied
according to age and ranged from a low of 1:4 to a high of 1:8. Two programs had National Association
for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) accreditation and one had Independent School Association
of Central States (ISACS) accreditation. None of the programs participated in the state’s quality rating
and improvement system (QRIS).
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Educational Goals
The directors of all six programs stated that their curriculum is “Reggio-inspired.” The Reggio Emilia
approach is a constructivist philosophy of learning that emphasizes play and the role of children in
directing their own learning. 20 The directors noted that within this philosophy the emphasis is not on
learning a predetermined set of skills but on developing the children's own love of learning by following
their interests. The director of Program E explained the philosophy by saying, “I wouldn't say it's what
we want them to know, it's that we want them to be confident . . . in their ability to ask questions, to
discover and explore, to be caring people.”

Approach to Judaism
The directors of three programs used the word “seamless” to describe their program's approach to
Judaism; it seems they chose that word in order to convey the fact that Judaism isn't a stand-alone part
of the curriculum, but something that permeates much of what they do. As the director of Program A
explained,
“We're not an early childhood program that's Jewish, we are a Jewish early childhood program
. . . Judaism seamlessly eases and oozes into everything we do. So before snack, you say a
blessing, because that's Judaism. When somebody's sick you say a Mi Shebeirach (prayer for
healing), because that's Judaism.”
One of the ways that the programs integrate Judaism into the curriculum is by using Havdalah and
Shabbat to anchor the beginning and end of the week. For the youngest children Shabbat is brought
into the classroom through sensory play; a teacher at Program C noted that the children use glow sticks
instead of candles and smash grapes to make grape juice. For programs that are associated with a
synagogue, Shabbat observance may include a trip to the sanctuary and a child-friendly service led by
the synagogue clergy. The director of Program E noted that this is a way to establish the children's
comfort level with rabbis and sanctuaries.
Teacher qualities play a part in the ways that Judaism is incorporated into classroom life. The director of
social services at Program C noted that they have Israeli teachers who are able to incorporate Hebrew
language, Israeli dancing, and a connection to Israel into classroom life. In five of the six programs, most
of the staff are Jewish. The newer program has fewer Jewish teachers; a member of the leadership
team noted that it has been difficult to find Jewish staff in the area. She noted that, “the majority of the
applicants that we get are not Jewish.”

Uniqueness of Programs/Why Parents Choose Them
Five of the six program directors noted that parents choose their school for the community. Having a
strong community allows a school to benefit from good word of mouth. Other factors that directors
mentioned as reasons why parents choose their programs include the location (mentioned by 3
Gandini, L. Introduction to the Fundamental Values of the Education of Young Children in Reggio Emilia (adapted
from Gandini, L. (2008). Introduction to the schools of Reggio Emilia). In L. Gandini, S. Etheredge, S. & L. Hill (Eds.),
Insights and inspirations: Stories of teachers and children from North America (pp. 24-27). Worcester, MA: Davis
Publications, Inc.
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directors), the fact that the school is connected to a synagogue community (mentioned by 2), the facility
(mentioned by 2), the quality (mentioned by 2), the fact that it is Jewish (mentioned by 2), and, for one
program, the fact that it feeds into a K-8 Jewish day school.

Teachers’ Professional Development
The directors were asked about the number of hours of professional development teachers must
complete yearly, but they did not answer in terms of hours per year, likely because they don't think of
professional development or track it in that way. They did mention four types of professional
development:
•
•
•
•

Student-free days prior to the beginning of the school year when teachers prepare their
classrooms and complete mandated training
Student-free days during the school year when teachers attend local professional
development gatherings
Staff meetings, which can be weekly or monthly and include staff learning about a
particular topic
Consultants who observe in classrooms and provide teachers with feedback

In addition, a highlight of professional development for this particular group of programs has been the
ability of some teachers to attend international training in Reggio Emilia, Italy, thanks to the support of
the Chicago Jewish Federation. As all the programs consider themselves "Reggio-inspired," this kind of
off-site training gives an additional degree of authenticity to their work. One of the tenets of the Reggio
philosophy is that teachers are learners just as their students are; the director of one program pointed
out that because a Reggio approach includes lifelong learning, she expects her teachers to want to take
part in professional development.
Some directors noted that it is difficult to find funds to support professional development. One
commented,
“Did you ever see the movie Cinderella, where Gus and Jack are trying to make the dress, and
they're running around scrounging, like, ‘Here’s a bead, here's a sash.’ That’s what paying for
professional development is like.”
Professional development costs include both the cost of the learning program itself and the cost of
paying staff overtime and/or hiring substitute teachers, which is not insignificant. The assistant director
of another program noted,
“Our staff is paid hourly, so to have a night meeting costs us dearly. They're very, very few and
far between. And when we do have them, they're really for the most essential of things.”
Directors also noted that the Chicago Jewish Federation provides funding support for professional
development. In addition, the director of Program E stated that after a teacher has worked for them for
a year, her program will pay 50 percent of the tuition for the teacher to go back to school in early
childhood education.
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Leadership and Governance Roles of ECE Center Parents
Five of the six programs have some sort of parent committee or advisory group. These groups tend to
organize community-building events and carry out fundraising more often than serving a formal advisory
role. Community-building events include activities like organizing a holiday party or planning a school
Shabbat dinner. Fundraising can have a community-building component as well; the director of
Program E pointed out that working on a fundraiser with other parents is itself a community-building
activity. In addition to community-building and fundraising, parents also plan staff appreciation events,
help in the school lunchroom or carpool line, organize field trips, and serve on chesed committees that
help families in times of illness or after a new baby is born.
Two programs have parent participation at the board level. Program B has a fair number of parents (1520) on the school's board across the range of grades K-8, and at Program E the chair of the Preschool
Committee sits on the Advisory Council, which is the committee of the synagogue board that oversees
the preschool.

Descriptions of Families' Jewish Involvement with the ECE Center
Families' most fundamental involvement, of course, is through entrusting teachers at these programs to
care for and educate their children several days a week. However, other types of family involvement
occur as well. In considering family involvement, it is important to keep in mind that just as Judaism is
integrated throughout the children's school day rather than isolated as a distinct part, parent
involvement with the school is also not necessarily Jewish or non-Jewish in nature.

Home Visits by ECE Staff
Directors were not specifically asked about home visits, but the director of Program A mentioned that
her program engages formally with families from the beginning of the school year via a home visit.
During the visit, two teachers go to the family's home for a brief stay of about 20 minutes in length.
Typically, one teacher engages with the parent and one with the child. The purpose of the visit is
relationship building; the teachers are able to build trust with the parent and child and learn about the
types of activities the child enjoys at home and may enjoy at school as well.

Things the ECE Staff Sends Home
As a teacher at Program C commented, “People love stuff.” Directors of five programs mentioned that
their children bring things home from school; four of them stated that children at their programs bring
challah home on Fridays. The challah may be bakery challah that families pre-order or freshly made
challah baked by the children on Friday morning. According to one program director, "There's really
nothing better than taking home homemade challah, if it makes it out the door. The kids tend to eat it
on their way out!"
In addition to challah, some schools have a "Shabbat Bag" program. As the interviewees explained it,
this program can take one of two forms. One possibility is for the children to prepare a Shabbat Bag at
school by decorating their own candlesticks and kiddush cups, which they then bring home to use. The
other possibility is that there is a single classroom Shabbat Bag which students take turns bringing
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home. In this latter case the Shabbat Bag may contain a journal in which families can record how they
celebrated Shabbat when it was their turn to have the Shabbat Bag.
Other things that directors mentioned children bringing home were a Havdalah kit, a Chanukah bag,
dried fruit for Tu B’shvat, and a candle and poem for Holocaust Memorial Day. Directors and teachers
also send home newsletters with explanations of what the children are doing at school to learn about
Jewish holidays as well as suggestions of ways families can take part in similar activities at home.

Involvement During School Hours When Parents Come in to the Center
Several programs noted that parents are invited to visit the program during school hours about two
times a year when their children are featured as the “Shabbat Helper.” Parents come into the classroom
where they may help make challah, have snack, and take part in the all-school Shabbat celebration. One
program director noted that these visits are an opportunity for parents to share their child's joy in
celebrating Shabbat. "By bringing the parents into the classroom to participate, they begin to see the
joy that the children have." Like sending home fresh challah, sharing Shabbat at school is an
opportunity for parents and children to experience positive emotions around Shabbat.
Involvement Through Parent-Teacher Exchange of Photos and Stories
With the easy availability of cameras on phones and iPads, directors noted the importance of teachers
sharing photos and stories with parents during the school day. An assistant director said that teachers
regularly send parents photos of their children in order to share the child's school experiences, and
parents love receiving the photos.
“I would say four to five pictures a day that capture what they're doing, who they're with. It's
been an incredible, incredible positive thing.”
Teachers in that same program also ask parents to send photos of what the family does at home to bring
the child's home experiences into the school.
“In the toddler classroom, we'll literally make books out of their things coming from home.
And that's something new that I'm also learning how to do through my workshops . . . to
actually have their families' holidays become a book. Or their families' way they practice
Shabbat become a book.”
Another assistant director said that her teachers use the Bright Wheel app to communicate with
parents; through the app teachers can share information about meals and daily routines, send parents
pictures, and also share information about holidays. This asynchronous parent-teacher communication
is especially important when there is limited time for parents and teachers to communicate at drop-off
and pick-up.
Teachers in one program take the sharing of stories even further through family engagement efforts at
Jewish holidays. At Chanukah they asked families to share stories of how their children bring light into
their lives, and at Tu B’Shvat they asked parents to share stories of their childhood and their family of
origin -- their “roots.”
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Involvement outside of school hours, with children and parents together
Directors report that there are frequent opportunities for parents and children to attend events
sponsored or organized by the ECE program and occurring outside of school hours. These events may
include holiday celebrations (mentioned 5 times), Shabbat dinners (mentioned 4 times), and informal
play dates (mentioned 3 times). Typically, holiday celebrations and Shabbat dinners take place at the
program site, whereas play dates may take place either onsite or offsite, for instance at a park or indoor
play area. The events may be geared toward all the families in a single classroom, toward all the families
in the ECE program, or toward all the families in the ECE program as well as those who do not attend the
ECE program but who affiliate with the synagogue that sponsors it.

Involvement outside of school hours, just for parents
Directors note that getting parents to do something outside of school hours without their children is
challenging. Three directors said that they either have or are considering having evening programs at
which parents can learn from an expert about a child development topic of interest, such as sleep or
developmental issues. Although parents are interested in learning about these topics, they find it
difficult to go out in the evening.
Another type of involvement outside of school hours is moms' or dads' nights out, where parents gather
without their children to socialize. Directors say that these events are typically planned by parents and
take place off-site. They are an opportunity for parents to build relationships with one another and to
strengthen family friendships.
One program has had success with creating programs just for parents by being responsive to parents'
needs. They have a staff person explicitly charged with creating “Jewish Experiences for Families” (JEFF).
She related how parents of young children told her that they didn't know how to pull together Shabbat
dinner for their families, so she created a class on how to cook Shabbat dinner in less than 30 minutes.
This program's JEFF coordinator provides families with the logistical information they need in order to
celebrate Shabbat, and also helps them feel empowered to increase their home observance.

Involvement of Grandparents
Although directors were not specifically asked about grandparents, three spontaneously mentioned the
role of grandparents in their program. They noted that local grandparents drop off and pick up their
grandchildren, and out-of-town grandparents will travel to attend Tot Shabbat. One director said,
“We have a huge population of grandparents who are doing the drop-off and pick-up, and
they're very active in the kids' lives. So, we try to have programming for the grandparents as
well to keep them connected.”

Facilitators of involvement in Jewish Life
The previous section discussed the various opportunities for involvement that parents may have
through their child's ECE program. Whether a program provides many opportunities for involvement or
just a few, directors talked about a number of factors that may make it easier or harder for parents to
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be involved in Jewish life. This section of the report addresses factors that facilitate families’
involvement in Jewish life, and the next section will describe barriers to families’ involvement.

Logistics of Events
Many directors mentioned logistical issues that can make it facilitate families’ involvement. When
planning evening events, it is important to get the timing right. One director said that a good event
takes place “late enough in the day . . . to be accessible to a lot of our working families, but not so late
that it overlaps with a family's evening plans.” Two directors noted the importance of providing good
food. The director of another program commented, “When we started changing our menu, we started
getting a lot better attendance.” Two other directors commented on the importance of having events
that are casual and don't ask too much of families. One described a successful indoor pizza and ice
cream party:
“The kids were contained, and the space was such that the kids could run around, and the
parents could sit and talk to each other. So parents didn't feel like they were doing a bad job
because they weren't watching their kids enough. The environment was structured so that
children could be children and have fun.”

Supportive Staff
In addition to their roles as teachers or directors, ECE program staff also help families become involved
in Jewish life by being supportive of new parents who are adjusting to the changes in their lives. The
directors understand that many new parents experience a fair amount of stress and anxiety about their
capabilities as parents in general and as Jewish parents in particular. One program described their
approach to helping parents move past this anxiety as follows:
“I think [parents] operate on a deficit model where we're constantly wondering, 'What are we
doing wrong? What aren't we doing enough of? What can we do better?' And so we're going
to pull [parents] together to have those important conversations about all the things they are
doing right, and kind of taking a breath, and being present in the moment, and enjoying their
children.”
Directors encourage parents to take small steps in the direction they (the parents) want to go -- which is
the same thing they are encouraging their children to do in the classroom setting. The director of
another program notes the importance of starting small in terms of Jewish observance:
“We want families to know [ShabbatI] doesn't have to be this big elaborate celebration . . . it
can be pizza for Shabbat dinner, but if you're all sitting together for a little bit of time, it
becomes a Jewish experience.”
Directors conveyed that they understood their role as being supportive of families' Jewish observance in
whatever forms it takes. This approach may derive from the programs' Reggio Emilia philosophy; just as
classroom learning follows from the children's interests, parents' Jewish observance should follow from
their own interests and desires. One director described this as follows:
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“All of our families are on a Jewish journey, whatever that journey is for them. We're here to
support. We [have] no judgments. There's no [single] way to be Jewish at our school . . . It's
however you choose.”

Children Ease Their Parents' Path
Some parents may have specific anxieties or negative associations about Jewish places or Jewish clergy,
based on negative experiences from childhood or from lack of familiarity. Having a child who attends a
Jewish ECE program that is associated with a synagogue and in which the clergy are friendly and
approachable can help these parents re-frame Jewish involvement as pleasant and non-judgmental.
One director pointed out that when children form relationships with the clergy it can have a disarming
effect whereby parents see the clergy as approachable and friendly, not as judgmental. A teacher
pointed out,
“Sometimes when you go to different situations, it's a little bit more frightening. But . . . when
somebody is singing with a guitar, and there's a dinosaur knocking at the door, wishing you
Shabbat, it's a funny atmosphere, and I think the parents enjoy it.”

Family Characteristics
Directors noted that certain family characteristics can facilitate involvement. Four directors noted that
involvement is easier when parents are reproducing patterns they themselves experienced as children.
Parents who attended Jewish preschool themselves as children may find themselves remembering
Jewish songs they once knew when they hear their children singing them. An assistant director
commented, “They get reinvigorated, and they start to do all sorts of things that they haven't done in
quite a while.” The director of another program explained that many of the families at her program
expect to become involved with Jewish organizations:
“They often come to us already with that involvement or they just know they're going to get
involved in some way, because their families did that, their parents were involved in Jewish life,
so they're going to be involved in Jewish life.”
Another family factor that can facilitate involvement is related to families' schedules. A teacher pointed
out that it is easier for parents of children in their half-day program to be involved than it is for parents
of children in the full-day program. “I know for the half-day program, they participate more, just
because they're not working as much.”

Barriers to Involvement in Jewish Life
Just as there are factors that make it easier for families to be involved in Jewish life, other factors make
involvement more difficult.

Financial pressures
Four directors mentioned that financial pressures make involvement in Jewish life more difficult. Three
of them approached this from the point of view of families struggling to afford membership, as one
director pointed out:
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“To be a congregant is thousands of dollars, and I think that's really hard. And I think it is a
hard thing to ask of families when they're already stretching themselves to live in an affluent
community.”
The director of another program noted that she wished she had a bigger budget so that she could afford
to feed people when she hosts events for families.

Social and cultural pressures
Three directors mentioned that young families struggle to prioritize how to spend their time in a
community in which there is tremendous competition for their attention. One director described a
hypothetical child who is learning to dance:
“You're not just in ballet. You're in ballet, and tap, and modern . . . And everyone's got private
lessons and you have to see this coach . . .”
The abundance of activities for children and families eats into weekend time that might otherwise be
spent in synagogue. An assistant director noted that synagogue participation may be good family time
for some but not for all:
“Just quality time with their kids and if three to four hours of that is spent in services on
Saturday morning, some people do consider that quality time and some people don't consider
that quality time.”
In addition to social and cultural pressure to spend time doing non-Jewish activities, social pressure from
Jewish sources can lead to inaction as well. The assistant director described some families as paralyzed
by too many Jewish options:
“I think sometimes it's also too much. 'Where do I go?' This friend says this is the best
synagogue to choose and this friend lives in this neighborhood and so this is the best thing to
choose.”

Location
In the area near one program, families live at quite a distance from most synagogues. This has an effect
on overall Jewish participation. One member of the senior leadership explained, “The trend is they'll
have their first child in the city and then the minute it turns into two kids, they're out.” She describes
the shift that she predicts will occur when families move:
“There are people here who I know the minute they move to the suburbs will be much more
involved Judaically. Partially because of the people that they surround themselves with and
just the areas in which Jews tend to move in Chicago. And the suburbs in which they tend to
move to are not just like, 'Oh, there are a lot of Jews here.' It's predominantly Jewish
neighborhoods and towns, so then they tend to get more involved.”
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The Role of Family Friendships
An earlier section of this report described ways that families become involved while taking part in school
events with other families outside school hours. In this section, we expand on this topic, describing
efforts by the ECE program to encourage family friendships as well as the long-term impact of those
friendships.

Efforts by the ECE Program to Encourage Family Friendships
Earlier it was noted that directors believe that one of the main reasons families choose their program is
for the sense of community as evidenced by family friendships. Directors described deliberate attempts
on the part of ECE staff to encourage the development of family friendships. One director noted that
her efforts begin at the very start of the school year, when caregivers bring their children to the
classroom for a short meet-and-greet. The parents separate from the children but stay in the building:
“When all the parents of all the two-year-olds are here for that whole first day together,
they're all a little nervous, and it becomes an amazing bonding day, and they all get to know
each other. People make deeper relationships around emotionally sensitive times. And that
first day of school is such a deep emotional point for so many families, that having these other
people go through that same moment with them, it really gels that community for the rest of
the year.”
The assistant director in another program noted that the structure of the drop-off and pick-up times for
their half-day program facilitates casual conversation among the parents. Rather than having a rolling
drop-off and pick-up, the doors are opened at 9 am and parents congregate and chat for a few minutes
before that. Then for pick-up, the doors open at noon to admit parents who have been waiting and
talking with one another. One director facilitates interaction among parents during this lobby wait time
by giving parents nametags with color-coded stickers that indicate which class their children are in so
that they can easily identify one another.
ECE staff also encourage the development of family friendships at school events held after school hours.
An assistant director described how thoughtful room setup at family events eases these early
friendships:
“The way that our rooms are set up upstairs, the walls fold away [between] three classrooms .
. . We had [the music teacher] at the very end room and so you had the families who were in it
singing, really involved and then the more you moved back, at the very end of the other side,
there were parents talking, and just getting to know each other.”
Staff can also encourage the development of family friendships at off-site parent gatherings. The
parents at one program take part in “Shabbat BaBayit” (Shabbat at Home) when some families host
other families in their homes for Shabbat dinner on the week when Torah portion describes Abraham
inviting people into his tent. The program staff participate in pairing up families for this meal.
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Long-term impact of Family Friendships
Directors noted that the friendships families formed when their children are in preschool often last for
years after preschool ends. One director describes how quickly strong friendships can form:
“The first Tot Shabbat of the year, people are starting to meet each other . . . some of the
moms might have met each other in the lobby and they start introducing their husbands. And
then, the next Tot Shabbat, we see them sitting together. And then two months later, we hear
that they've gone away for the weekend together with their kids.”
Once these friendships form, they can be a mechanism for continued involvement in Jewish life. A
director of social services notes,
“They go to Camp Chi together, they go to overnight camp together. These classes, these
children remain friends; their families remain connected, and they go on to experience Jewish
life together outside of here.”

Families’ Engagement in Other Jewish Organizations
Directors of ECE programs that are affiliated with synagogues explain that their families are welcome to
take part in all the activities of the synagogue. Some programs extend automatic membership in the
synagogue to ECE families. Similarly, the ECE program affiliated with the Jewish Community Center (JCC)
makes all JCC programs available to its ECE families. What this means in practice is that ECE staff and
synagogue or JCC staff share the burden of planning and staffing holiday events for young families. This
natural reciprocity can leave stand-alone ECE programs in the lurch at holidays, as one assistant director
explains:
“I reached out to at least five or six different rabbis before I found one that was willing to come
[for Simchat Torah] . . . They don't want to cheat on their constituents and students.”
After the sponsoring organizations, JBaby 21 was the second most frequently named partner organization
for the Jewish ECE centers. JBaby has enabled the centers to expand into Mom and Tot programming.
The assistant director at one program is beginning a Mom and Tot class in partnership with JBaby.
Another program is partnering with JBaby to offer a Mom and Tot yoga class, and another partners with
JBaby as well.
Two programs mentioned that they make sure their families seek Jewish United Fund (JUF) Right Start
grant assistance. (Right Start is a voucher program that entitles families to $1,000-$2,000 toward the
cost of the program for a first child attending Jewish ECE.)

JBaby is a program of Jewish United Fund (JUF) Young Families that helps expectant families and parents of
children ages 0-24 months make connections, build friendships, and engage in Jewish life in Chicago.
21
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Measurement/Evaluation of Jewish Engagement by ECE Centers
Directors report limited formal evaluation of Jewish engagement among families at their ECE center.
Parents at Program B, Program C, and Program F complete surveys, but it is the marketing team or the
supervising agency who administer the surveys; ECE program staff only participate in a limited way.
We asked the directors to estimate family involvement in Jewish life when their families enter and exit
the program using a 10-point scale, with 1 signifying lowest level of engagement and 10 signifying
highest level. The directors who answered the question indicated that their families become more
involved over the course of their children's enrollment in the ECE program; most said their families start
between a 2 and a 3 and end between a 7 and a 9.
When asked how they evaluate the events that take place after hours at their ECE programs, directors
described using attendance as a way to evaluate a program's success or failure. A good turnout at an
event is one indication of the event's success. However, directors are quick to note that participation in
events is only one way to gauge families' Jewish engagement. Other evidence of engagement includes:
•
•

•
•
•

Continued enrollment in Jewish ECE from one year to the next (2 mentions)
Joining a synagogue sooner than required for b'nai mitzvah preparation -- for instance,
joining a synagogue when children are in kindergarten rather than waiting until they are
in third grade (2 mentions)
Celebrating Jewish holidays with other families
Bringing Jewish traditions into their home
Connecting with the rabbi

Jewish Activities After Graduation from the Program
Directors named a number of different ways that children and families continue taking part in Jewish
activities following children's graduation from preschool. The activities in which families participate vary
from program to program. For instance, because one program is affiliated with the JCC, the director
sees children return as campers in elementary school and then as camp counselors when they are
teenagers. Staff at one program note that the majority of their children stay in the day school through
grade 8, and some return as alumni to give tours to prospective families. One director sees families
joining the congregation and registering for kindergarten Sunday School. One program is unique in that
most children leave by age 3 or 4, but some families keep coming to the Tot Shabbats because they miss
the community. However, the assistant director of another program noted that not all families want to
stay involved after their children leave the program:
“I have definitely seen some families who are very excited at the beginning but by the time
their child is moving out to kindergarten they're kind of like, 'We've done that before, we don't
need to do it again, we've been to every Shabbat party, holiday celebration. We're okay
missing this one.”
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Conclusion
This report described a series of interviews with staff from six metropolitan Chicago Jewish ECE
programs. Staff related that most families at their programs become more engaged over time and
discussed a number of ways in which their programs contribute to families' Jewish engagement.
As specialists in child development, ECE center staff are keenly aware of the importance of supportive
relationships. Relationship building underlies staff support of families' Jewish involvement. ECE centers'
involvement with families depends not only on the relationships between teachers and children but also
on the relationships between teachers and parents. For example, a home visit at the beginning of the
school year helps establish the teacher-child relationship and the teacher-parent relationship and may
lay the groundwork for future positive interactions. Teachers and parents continue to build their
relationships throughout the year by sharing pictures and stories electronically during the school day.
This includes sharing information about holidays as they are observed at school and at home.
ECE centers that are connected with synagogues are also places in which clergy-child and clergy-parent
relationships can develop and strengthen. When an ECE program is associated with a synagogue and
the clergy take part in the children's Friday morning Shabbat service, this weekly event becomes a time
for relationship development. When the child is Shabbat Helper and parents visit the school, the
parents have the opportunity to observe the clergy-child relationship and to establish a clergy-parent
relationship as well -- all in the context of a positive, joyful event. Involving grandparents is yet another
way for program staff to become more fully involved in the lives of the children who attend their
programs. Teacher-parent and clergy-parent relationships are strengthened when teachers and clergy
know multiple generations of a family.
Family friendships are a third type of relationship that develops and strengthens at ECE centers. Family
friendships can develop naturally among parents of classmates and can also be helped along by
thoughtful programming. Events held outside of school hours are a way for families to get to know one
another while celebrating Jewish holidays and Shabbat. ECE center staff believe that family friendships
are a key source of Jewish continuity for families after children graduate from their programs.
Developing and strengthening positive relationships between Jewish families is an important way that
Jewish ECE programs influence families' long-term Jewish engagement.
As practitioners of the Reggio Emilia philosophy, the Jewish ECE staff we interviewed are oriented
toward self-directed, lifelong learning. This orientation guides their approach to encouraging families to
adopt particular Jewish practices, especially at home. Staff expressed respect for family autonomy and
the idea that there is no single way to practice Judaism. This orientation limits the extent to which ECE
staff promote Jewish engagement outside the school setting; staff consider it appropriate for families to
direct their own observance and don't overstep their role. The exception appears to be a willingness on
the part of staff to send children home with challah. When children bring challah home from school,
families are involved in Jewish life in a practical way. There is also an emotional component to the act of
sending home food, especially warm, fragrant food, with its connotations of nourishment and love.
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Finally, staff described the phenomenon of children easing their parents' path in a Jewish setting. This is
interesting because it transposes the way people typically think about the roles of parents and children
in an ECE center. Usually the focus is on the child's potentially difficult adjustment to a new
environment. ECE programs may include parent-tot classes or a back-to-school parent-child visit day in
order to provide children with the opportunity to adjust to the new environment while still in the
presence of a familiar parent. However, in this case, it is the presence of the child that helps the parent
reevaluate a new and potentially unpleasant environment as a place where they can be comfortable and
even joyful.
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Glossary of Terms for Chicago Profile
B’nai mitzvah: Literally, "son or daughter of commandments." A Jewish boy of 13 years and girl of 12 or
13 years is considered to be responsible for his/her own actions and takes on the ritual obligations of an
adult. This coming of age is acknowledged in the synagogue by calling the bar or bat mitzvah to the
Torah for an aliyah, the honor of reciting the blessings over the reading. B’nai mitzvah ceremonies may
also include a demonstration of Jewish knowledge and competence, including leading all or part of the
Shabbat morning service, reading from the Torah scroll, reading from the Prophets or giving an
explanatory talk about the Torah portion. Families often celebrate the event with a party
(www.interfaithfamily.com).
Bimah: The platform in the synagogue from which worship services are led and from which the Torah is
read. The bimah, usually raised, can be placed in the front or the middle of the sanctuary
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Challah: A braided egg bread eaten on Shabbat and festivals. Today challah comes in many flavors and
varieties, including chocolate chip, gluten free, and vegan. Plural: challot (www.reformjudaism.org)
Chanukah: An eight-day Jewish holiday falling in late November to late December, Hanukkah
commemorates the rededication of the Second Temple at the time of the Macabees' revolt against the
Syrian empire. Hanukkah is celebrated with the lighting of an eight-branched candelabra (a hanukkiah)
in homes and sometimes in public places, as well as with gatherings of family and friends.
Chesed: is a Hebrew word that refers to acts of loving kindness toward others.
Havdalah: Literally, “separation." The Saturday night home ritual that separates the Sabbath from the
beginning of the new week. The ritual uses wine, spices, and candles to transition from Sabbath to the
weekdays (www.reformjudaism.org).
Kiddush: "Sanctification;" blessing recited or chanted over wine (or grape juice), emphasizing the
holiness of Shabbat and festivals (www.reformjudaism.org).
Latke: "Pancake" (Yiddish); fried potato pancake often eaten on Hanukkah; plural: latkes
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Mi Shebeirach: "May the One who blessed;" a prayer often recited after a person has been honored
with an aliyah; also commonly recited as a prayer for those in need of physical and/or spiritual healing
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Passover seder: Passover is a Jewish holiday celebrated in the spring (March or April) that
commemorates the biblical Exodus from Egypt. Passover is celebrated for 7 or 8 days, during which
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traditional Jews eat matzah instead of bread. Passover is celebrated in the home with one or two
seders, festive meals during which Jews retell the story of the Exodus.
Purim: "Lots" (Hebrew). Holiday that commemorates Queen Esther's actions to save the Jews of Persia
from death; marked by a festive reading of the story, contained in the Scroll of Esther
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Shabbat: The Jewish Sabbath, Shabbat begins every Friday at sundown and ends on Saturday night.
Shabbat is traditionally observed in the home on Friday night with candle lighting and a special meal,
and in the synagogue on Saturday morning.
Simchat Torah: "Rejoicing in the Law;" holiday that celebrates the completion (and then the beginning)
of the annual reading of the Torah (www.reformjudaism.org).
Tu B’Shvat: "15th of Shvat;" New Year of the Trees; Jewish Arbor Day, which is a minor festival
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Tzedakah: Container for collecting money for charitable purposes. It is customary to place money in
a tzedakah box prior to candlelighting in the home (www.reformjudaism.org).
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Understanding the CASJE ECE Project Target Communities: Washington,
D.C. Metropolitan Area
Washington, D.C. Area Community Scan
Greater Washington, DC’s Jewish Population: A Brief Overview
The most recent Jewish population study for Greater Washington, DC was released in the spring of 2018,
based on data collected in 2017. 22 The study indicated that the Jewish population of Greater
Washington, DC consisted of 295,500 individuals living in 155,200 households. This reflects a growth of
37 percent since 2003.
The study divided the community into three geographic areas: DC, suburban Maryland, and Northern
Virginia. The study found that Northern Virginia had the largest numbers of Jewish individuals and
households, as well as the largest growth since 2003. Population and growth figures are presented in
Table 1 below.
Table 1. Geographic Distribution of Jewish Individuals/Households in Greater Washington, DC, 2018
Geographic location

Individuals

DC
Suburban Maryland
Northern Virginia
Totals

57,300
116,700
121,500
295,500

Percentage Increase in
Individuals Since 2003
80%
No change
105%

Households
34,600
56,900
63,700
155,200

About two-thirds (67 percent) of households included a couple who were married or partnered. Of
these couples, about three out of every five (61 percent) were intermarried and about two out of five
(39 percent) were inmarried. Only 16 percent of Jewish households in DC, 24 percent in suburban
Maryland, and 26 percent in northern Virginia consisted of couples with children.
The study estimated that Greater Washington, DC had 24,100 children ages 0 to 5 who were being
raised Jewish – either Jewish by religion, secular or culturally Jewish, or Jewish and another religion.

Jewish Preschools: The Greater Washington, DC Landscape
In 2017, there were 42 preschools in Greater Washington, DC under Jewish sponsorship, with just under
4,000 children enrolled. 23 Most of these preschools, with the exception of those under Orthodox
See 2017 Greater Washington Jewish Community Demographic Study.
The enrollment figure of approximately 4,000 is based on an annual survey of Jewish preschools conducted by
the department of Jewish Life & Learning at the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington, which tallies the
reported enrollment from each preschool. This figure includes both Jewish and non-Jewish children.
22
23
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sponsorship, had children enrolled who were not Jewish. However, no detailed data on the breakdown
of Jewish/non-Jewish children were available. 24
The vast majority of programs served children ages 16 months to 6 years. In 2018, there was one infant
program in Northern Virginia serving children ages 16 weeks to 16 months. Only 7 of the 42 programs
(17 percent) do not offer a full-day option. The rest were either full-day programs or offered an
extended-day option with child care available until 6pm. Of the 42 preschools, 22 operated for twelve
months of the year and 20 did not. However, among the latter group, most had summer camp options.
Overall, there were approximately 700 early childhood educators in the community in 2018. A minority
were not Jewish.
Jewish preschools in Greater Washington, DC competed with other private preschools in the area for
enrollment. A particular source of competition was the District of Columbia Public Schools system, which
offers free pre-K education to all children ages 3 and 4 in the District.
Table 2 shows the geographic distribution of Jewish preschools, and Table 3 shows the type of
sponsorship as of 2018. Suburban Maryland had the most Jewish preschools with 23. Northern Virginia,
with a slightly larger Jewish population, had only about half as many Jewish preschools – only 13 were
located there.
Table 2. Geographic Distribution of Jewish Preschools in Greater Washington, DC, 2018
Geographic Location
DC

Number of
preschools
6

Suburban Maryland

23

Northern Virginia

13

Total

42

The 2017 Greater Washington Jewish Community Demographic Study estimated, without conducting an actual
tally, that 1,600 Jewish children were enrolled in Jewish preschools. The discrepancy between the actual count of
almost 4,000 children enrolled in Jewish preschools, and the demographic study estimate of 1,600 Jewish children,
leads to the problematic inference that 60 percent of the children enrolled in Greater Washington, DC’s preschools
are not Jewish. A far more likely explanation is that the 1,600 figures from the study underestimates the number of
Jewish children. The actual percentage of non-Jewish children enrolled in Jewish preschools cannot be determined
since the 11 Reform and JCC preschools in Greater Washington, DC do not ask parents whether their children are
Jewish. Preschools with this type of sponsorship tend to have the largest numbers of non-Jewish children.
24
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Table 3. Sponsorship/Affiliation of Jewish Preschools in Greater Washington, DC, 2018
Sponsorship/affiliation
Number of preschools
Jewish Community Center (JCC)

4

Orthodox Synagogue

3

Orthodox Day School

1

Conservative Synagogue

16

Reform Synagogue

7

Community/Independent

6

Community/Independent Day School

3

Chabad

2

Total

42

Support for Jewish Preschools
In 2018, the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington had one full-time employee devoted to Jewish
early childhood, who held the title Early Childhood Education and Family Engagement Specialist within
the department of Jewish Life and Learning. This department reported to the Chief Impact Officer at the
Federation.
The Federation provided no direct financial support, scholarships, or grants to individual parents or to
preschools. In the past, some families were able to take advantage of grants from The Jim Joseph
Foundation specifically designated for early childhood education, but these grants had expired at the
time of this community scan. The Federation did offer staff support on an as-needed basis for
conferences and professional development for preschool educators.
The Early Childhood Education and Family Engagement Specialist provided the following types of
support to preschools and preschool educators:
•

Consultative Support- Directors, congregational leadership, and parents called for advice.
Consultations were provided on a scheduled and as-needed basis in person, by phone or by
email. They could be a one-time conversation or a multipart process and could cover a wide
range of topics.

•

Political Advocacy – This included participating in local advocacy opportunities on behalf of
Jewish ECE, working with the Jewish Community Relations Council to support issues for the
benefit of Jewish ECE, and maintaining a presence by serving on committees and advocacy
groups on behalf of constituents.

•

PJ Library (see section below for further detail)
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•

Directors Council – Preschool directors and assistant directors met formally once a month and in
smaller groups more often for professional development and collaborative sharing.

•

Pedagogical Community of Practice – Professionals at each school whose main responsibility
was to provide pedagogical support for their educators meet monthly for study, enrichment and
support. This group was under the guidance of a pedagogical consultant.

•

Directors Retreat –An annual two-day initiative for directors that combined relationship
building, professional development and collaborative work.

•

Days of Learning – Specific days set aside for educators to visit other schools in the community
to learn from master educators.

•

Community New Teacher Orientation – An opportunity for newly hired staff to learn about the
community’s approach to teaching and learning during the summer preceding their new
teaching position.

•

Community-Wide Early Childhood Conference – A one-day, community-wide conference for all
Jewish early childhood educators centered on a specific topic for learning. Annual attendance
ranged from 650 to 700. Educators participated in several sessions by local and national experts
in the field as well as in a reflection session with their own faculty and director.

•

Jewish 90 Hour Class – This class was open to all educators. The state-approved, 90-hour course
was taught with an emphasis on Jewish values and pedagogy. This course was primarily
designed for those who did not have a degree in early childhood to be able to become state
approved “Lead Teachers” in an early childhood classroom.

•

Child Development Associate (CDA) Credential – A yearlong course approved by the Council for
Professional Recognition, the national organization that offers the CDA credential, that covers all
CDA required elements for entry-level early childhood professionals.

•

Participation in National Conferences – Community-led participation in national conferences.

•

Reggio Emilia Study Tours – Educators learned about the Reggio Emilia approach to early
childhood education through a Jewish perspective through study tours to Reggio Emilia, Italy.

•

Continued Professional Development for Educators – Leadership and pedagogy classes were
taught by national and international experts throughout the year.
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Programs for Families with Young Children
Until the summer of 2013, Jewish Life and Learning was a separate agency, supported by the Federation,
before it was absorbed into the Federation. Several years before this transition, in 2010, Jewish Life and
Learning undertook a study focused on young children and Jewish life. 25 The study found:
•

Most Jewish parents wanted to give their children a Jewish identity, but many did not know who
or where to turn to for help.

•

Parents responded to outreach from professionals and organizations that seem to care about
and respond to their needs.

•

Peer networks were a valuable source of referrals and connections

•

Parents, especially first-time parents, seek information and expertise on parenting and child
development.

•

Finding the appropriate level of Jewish content for each audience was critical.

•

Quality and ease of logistics matter.

•

Programs must be sensitive to the diversity that exists in the Jewish community with offerings
for all types of families.

As a result of this study:
•

PJ Library was established.

•

Preschools either added or restructured parent/toddler classes and offered additional
opportunities for parents of young children not enrolled in preschools to participate in
programs.

•

A new program called J-Family Ambassadors was initiated in Northern Virginia that hired
professionals and volunteers to reach out and connect with first-time parents around the time
of birth.

Details about each of these initiatives can be found in the respective sections that follow.
In 2016, the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington and the Phyllis Margolius Family Foundation
contracted with McKinley Advisors, a local consulting firm, to conduct a study of families in Greater
Washington, DC.26 A total of 964 families responded to the study survey, representing a response rate of

Partnership for Jewish Life and Learning, Engaging Families with Young Children in Jewish Life – Gleanings from
Research, 2010.
26
Jewish Federation of Greater Washington and the Phyllis Margolius Family Foundation. Family Participation in
Jewish Institutions Research Project – Survey Findings, January 2017.
25
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18 percent. The following study findings were relevant to an understanding of families with young
children:
•

Family participation in the Jewish community appears to increase with the birth of a child, and
participation continues to grow as the child reaches preschool or kindergarten age. As children
age beyond that point, families’ participation in the Jewish community is unlikely to increase.

•

Time, fit, location, cost, and awareness are all significant barriers to increased participation in
the Jewish community.

•

When asked for input on specific activities or events, respondents most commonly cited
opportunities involving their small children as the most valuable.

The growing level of activity for families with young children led to the creation of a new position at the
Federation in the summer of 2018, Director of Engagement, who reports to the Chief Impact Officer.
Reporting to the new Director of Engagement is the Manager, PJ Library, a position that has existed at
the Federation since 2013.

PJ Library
PJ Library, a program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation, sends Jewish books and CDs monthly to
families with children age six months through age 8. Currently, 200,000 books in English, Hebrew,
Spanish, and Russian are sent to families each month around the world. The program is free to families
and funded by the Harold Grinspoon Foundation in collaboration with local donors. PJ Our Way offers
books to children ages 9-11, allowing children to choose their books.
PJ Library is the primary initiative in Greater Washington, DC for reaching families with young children.
The program as implemented by the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington sends books to 6,500
families, reaching 10,000 children, each month. Additionally, 1,300 tweens are enrolled in PJ Our Way.
Working with 45 community partners, such as synagogues and day schools, PJ offers nearly 500
programs a year to families across the region. These include both small-scale programs and
programming at large venues.
PJ Library in Greater Washington places a strong emphasis on family education. Each PJ program
includes a “Jewish lens,” which generally includes a take-home piece for families so that they can
incorporate Jewish values and rituals into their conversations and activities. 27
Staff also strive to incorporate the values of welcoming and inclusion. This includes programming that
appeals to interfaith, multiracial and multicultural as well as families with members who have special
needs. 28

Some examples include Judaism Values Cards, a Summer Fun Checklist, and Doing Good Guides that provide
practical, hands-on ways for families to do social action projects at home.
28
For additional detail, see https://pjlibrary.org/proof/welcoming-all-families.
27
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In 2016, the Harold Grinspoon Foundation contracted with a consulting firm, Informing Change, to
conduct a national impact evaluation study of PJ Library participants. 29 Over 25,000 families completed
an online survey, and for the first time, comparisons were made between the national findings and
findings that were specific to families in Greater Washington, DC. 30 The following data is based on
responses from 1,080 families in Greater Washington, DC representing a response rate of 20 percent.
Findings for Greater Washington, DC, indicated that:
•

89 percent of families were likely to recommend PJ Library to family and friends

•

95 percent of families were satisfied with this PJ Library books and resources

•

97 percent reported that PJ Library supported their family in having conversations about Jewish
traditions, values, and/or customs

•

95 percent felt that PJ Library supported their family in building upon or adding a Jewish
tradition to their home life

•

87 percent said that PJ Library helped their family think about what kind of Jewish practice they
want to have in their home

Findings between families in Greater Washington, DC and other large communities in the United States
were, for the most part, similar. However, compared with other large communities, families in Greater
Washington, DC were slightly less likely to indicate that PJ Library influenced their decision to enroll
their children in a:
•

Jewish summer camp or overnight camp (18 percent for Greater Washington, DC vs. 28 percent
nationally)

•

Jewish after-school or weekend program (19 percent vs. 27 percent)

•

Jewish early education program (18 percent vs. 26 percent)

•

Jewish day school (8 percent vs. 17 percent)

The Greater Washington, DC report did not offer an explanation for these differences.

Parent/Toddler Program in Preschools
Traditionally, preschools have focused almost exclusively on “paying customers,” that is, on families who
are enrolled. In recent years, as a result of the Partnership for Jewish Life and Learning’s increased
emphasis on outreach to families with infants and toddlers, some preschools in Greater Washington, DC
have offered Baby and Me-type programming for parents with children who are not yet preschool age.
Informing Change, From Jewish Books to Jewish Life: Results from PJ Library's 2016 Triennial Family Study, May
2017.
30
2016 PJ Library Impact Evaluation Summary – Greater Washington.
29
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These parents usually did not initially have a relationship with the preschool. Programming was either
offered by the preschool staff, or the preschool partners with an outside organization or program
leader.
The motivations for offering such programs were twofold. First, the programs help parents with children
too young for preschool to learn about local Jewish preschools, thus potentially serving as a recruiting
tool. Second, the programs create community and help parents to connect with other local parents who
are also Jewish, whether or not the parents ultimately choose to enroll their children in the preschool.
Information about these programs is currently anecdotal. As of 2018, no systematic survey had been
conducted to learn details about the extent and nature of these programs in Greater Washington, DC.

J-Family Ambassadors
The J-Family Ambassadors program is a family engagement program offered by the Jewish Community
Center of Northern Virginia and wholly funded by the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington and its
United Jewish Endowment Fund. Begun in 2016, the program employs five "ambassadors," Jewish
parents who work part-time in five areas of Northern Virginia. The ambassadors are tasked with
engaging parents who live in their areas and who are raising young Jewish children (birth-36 months).
Their goal is to help families learn about and become involved in the local Jewish community. The
program was modeled after jBaby Chicago. 31
As of 2018, plans were underway to expand the program to Washington, DC and suburban Maryland.
The initiative is under the auspices of the Strategic Planning and Allocations department at the
Federation, which reports to the Chief Impact Officer.

31

For more information about jBaby Chicago, see https://www.juf.org/youngfamilies/jBaby-Chicago.aspx.
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Synthesis of Interviews with Greater Washington, DC ECE Directors
Introduction
In the winter of 2018, a team of researchers from Child Trends completed a series of interviews with
directors at six Jewish ECE centers in the greater Washington area to expand upon the in-depth
interviews with ECE staff at a seventh program in greater Washington, DC summarized elsewhere. The
purpose of the interviews was to understand the ways in which professionals working at Jewish ECE
centers see the broader engagement of families in Jewish life as part of their mission. The interviews
covered a variety of topics including a description of the center and its curriculum, staff background and
professional development, formal and informal opportunities for parent involvement in the center,
activities the center offers for parents with and without their children, perceived role of the center in
engaging families in Jewish life, facilitators and barriers of engagement in Jewish life, and family
involvement in Jewish life outside the center and after children graduate. The interview guide appears
in full in Appendix A. This report summarizes the findings from these interviews with directors of Jewish
ECE programs in greater Washington.

Selection of Programs for Interviews
As part of the broader CASJE ECE study, the research team selected one ECE program from the Greater
Washington, DC area for an in-depth case study. That program was selected after careful consideration
of the Jewish ECE programs offered in the area. As part of the selection process the research team held
informational calls with several Jewish ECE directors, met to discuss the findings from the preliminary
calls, and consulted with the staff of the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington before making a final
decision on which program to target for the case study. Directors of the programs considered but not
selected for the case study were invited to take part in the individual interviews described in this report.

Description of ECE Programs
Staff from six different Jewish ECE programs participated in the interviews; these programs will be
referred to in this report as Programs A, B, C, D, E, and F. The six ECE programs have all been in
existence for decades.. Program enrollment ranges from 50-185 children, with most programs serving
100 or more children.
All programs have a “core program” that typically begins at approximately 9:00am and runs until 12:002:00pm. Generally, younger classes, such as two-year-old classes, are shorter and end at noon whereas
three- and four-year-old classes more often run until 2:00pm. Outside of the core program, four of the
six programs are open from 7:30am – 6:00pm and parents can choose whether and for how many hours
to send their child to before- or after-care.
Regarding the ages of children served, five programs serve children ages two years and older and one
program serves children beginning at 18 months. All programs go through pre-kindergarten, and
children in that class are typically five or six years old. Class sizes most often range from 12 to 15
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children, with class sizes typically increasing with the children’s age. For example, Program F’s two-yearold classes have 10 children and three- and four-year-old classes more often have up to 16 children.
Along the same lines, the student-teacher ratios are typically smallest for the youngest children and
increase in the older classrooms. The student-teacher ratio in the 18-month classroom is 1:3. Ratios
ranged from 1:4 to 1:6 in two-year-old classrooms; and from 1:4 to 1:10 for classes for ages three and
older.
Two programs participated in EXCELS, the Maryland quality rating and improvement system (QRIS).
Three programs did not participate in their state’s (or the District of Columbia’s) QRIS and the director of
one program was not sure if they participated. Although none of the programs were accredited by the
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) at the time of the interview, many
Washington, DC area schools were NAEYC accredited in the past but had intentionally not renewed as
they viewed NAEYC accreditation as no longer relevant to their curriculum standards. 32

Educational Goals
There is variability in both the curricula and approaches to learning employed by Jewish ECE programs in
the greater Washington, DC area. Only one program includes “academic” learning, such as numbers and
letters, as part of their curriculum. Consistent with programs’ educational goals, which are discussed in
more detail below, most programs’ curricula are heavily focused on social-emotional learning.
Four directors stated that their program’s approach to teaching is inspired by the Reggio Emilia
approach, which posits that children are capable and competent, and learning should be driven by
children’s interests. To this end, teachers promote curiosity and incorporate hands-on activities. The
director one program describes their approach to learning as follows:
“We see our students and ourselves as learners and researchers, which is very natural. Not only
the idea of hands on and materials, but the idea of the why and the how and in offering
opportunities for children to investigate, to ask these questions, to work it through together, to
problem solve, to hear other perspectives.”
An example of incorporating this approach into daily activities is seen in art projects. Students use
various media, including clay, glue, pinecones, rocks, snow, and sand to explore what they can create
with each of these materials and why each material functions in the way that it does. For example,
children may try painting with a paintbrush, a rock, and a pinecone and think about how and why the
final products differ. Although hands-on activities are incorporated widely into classroom lessons,
teachers also encourage discussion about how and why things are the way they are. In this example of
exploration of various materials through painting, the teachers encourage children to observe and state
what they are seeing and to ask questions in order to foster their learning.
One director noted that there are children enrolled in their program who need assistance with sensory
issues and/or speech development. They have partnered with an occupational therapist who comes to
32

Bier, M. (2019). Personal communication.
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the program to work with children on-site. In addition, they have a speech therapist on staff and families
have the option of utilizing the therapist’s services. Of note, there is a fee for these services separate
from program costs. Similarly, the director of another program reported that they have children with
speech, language, and processing issues; in fact, they estimated that close to one quarter of the
students in the program may experience one or more of these issues. They have both a special educator
and social worker on staff who support these children and their families.
When asked about their educational goals, or what they want the children to leave the program with,
five out of six directors stated that a main goal of theirs is for children to develop social-emotional skills
and be ready for kindergarten. Specifically, most directors noted that it is of utmost importance that
their students learn social-emotional skills such as taking turns, waiting in line, following directions, and
being independent.
Only one director reported that familiarity with numbers and letters is a goal of their program. In
contrast, the director of Program A stated explicitly that academic content is not the kind of learning
they are trying to impart on the students; this director believed social-emotional skills are much more
critical for success in kindergarten than knowledge of numbers and letters. In addition to socialemotional skills, two programs placed an emphasis on building attention span and fine motor skills,
citing that those are important skills for kindergarten readiness as well.
When discussing program aims, two program directors noted that a major aim of their program is to
instill a love for Judaism and Israel in the children. One program stated it places an emphasis on teaching
Jewish values, striving to teach the students how to live these values.

Teachers’ Backgrounds
The proportion of Jewish educators varies widely across Jewish ECE programs in the greater Washington
area; one director reported that less than one-quarter of staff was Jewish whereas two other directors
reported that all but one staff member were Jewish. Other program directors estimated that their staff
was between one-third and two-thirds Jewish. Among the three programs with the fewest Jewish staff
members, all three ensure that every classroom has at least one Jewish teacher to support delivery of
the Jewish content of the curriculum (e.g., information about Jewish holidays and values).
All directors reported that hiring Jewish teachers is very important, but many acknowledged that hiring
only Jewish staff was not practical at this time. All directors believed that it is as important to have
highly qualified teachers and are open to hiring non-Jewish teachers if they are qualified and willing to
learn about and teach Jewish concepts. One director noted that their one non-Jewish teacher at the
time of the interview was “incredible about Judaism,” and argued that non-Jewish teachers can be an
asset to the program and can implement the curriculum well. Another director concurred; this director
said they were “open to having other members of other cultures as long as they’re willing to teach the
Jewish traditions.” Jewish ECE directors attempt to attract and hire highly qualified teachers who come
in open to and interested in learning about the values and practices of Judaism. One director noted that
the Jewish values they teach are universal values and they attract teachers who care about this way of
living, teachers who “have that approach to nature, approach to each other, approach to community.”
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Approach to Judaism
The three most common content areas covered in Jewish ECE curricula are Shabbat, holidays, and
Jewish values. All programs celebrate Shabbat in some form, teach about Jewish holidays throughout
the year, and teach Jewish values, often both explicitly and implicitly. A theme that arose in the director
interview is that programs approach teaching Jewish content in much the same way that they approach
secular content. Programs that focus heavily on hands-on learning and/or sensory experiences, for
example, use these same approaches for teaching Jewish content. This is exemplified by classroom
Shabbat celebrations, described in more detail below, in which children sing songs and eat challah.
All directors interviewed reported in-school Shabbat celebrations. These take place in individual
classrooms, at schoolwide celebrations, or both. In one program, all classes do a classroom-based
Shabbat celebration which includes saying the prayers and eating challah. In addition, the program
holds a “Shabbat Sing” on Friday mornings that is open to all school families as well as the larger
synagogue community. This is part of the school day for students who attend on Fridays. The two-yearold class does not meet on Fridays, but the students are invited to come for Shabbat Sing with their
parents.
Much of the Jewish aspects of curricula revolve around holidays. Multiple directors described a shift
over time in how Jewish holidays are approached in ECE programs. Historically, ECE programs would
focus on traditions and ritual objects; for example, activities would include creating a menorah, seder
plate, or other ritual object to bring home. Nowadays, it is more common to approach the holiday
through values. The director of one program described this approach:
“It was more about living the values of the high holidays, living the values of making new
friends, taking new risks. ‘How are we gonna be in the New Year?’ So it was a lot about that. But
then when you come to Chanukah … we don’t feel like we need to teach the whole story, the
whole holiday, but like bravery, ‘How were they brave?’ And then, ‘How are you brave?’ and
making them sort of live the values.”
In addition to learning about holidays through values, most, if not all, programs create ritual objects
through art projects; however, the actual art project is no longer as universal of a focus or as rigid as it
used to be. Students at Program F make menorahs to bring home with them and are given creative
license in how they would like to design it within halachic guidelines.
Like many others, Program A’s main approach to introducing Judaism in the program is through teaching
about holidays. The director explicitly noted that they have a very strong and immersive curriculum for
the Jewish holidays throughout the year however their curriculum is less strong in regard to integrating
Jewish language and values throughout the rest of the year. The other five programs, however, weave
Jewish values into their curriculum throughout the year.
Multiple directors cited tzedakah, chesed, and Tikkun Olam as important values that they teach and that
they do so through daily activities. For example, in one program the children make chesed cards each
Friday and give them to the synagogue’s rabbi to distribute as the rabbi sees fit. At another program, all
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classes introduce and practice the mitzvah of tzedakah, although it has different levels of meaning for
children of different ages:
“We value the mitzvah of tzedakah and it’s practiced in all of our classrooms from the age of
one all the way up. So even the one-year-olds come in and we use the Jewish Israeli tzedakah
box, and the one-year-olds with their mothers learn to just put a few… for them, it’s the fine
motor task of putting a coin in the box, but it’s done all throughout.”
In sum, Jewish content is implemented similarly to how secular content is implemented. Programs
across the DC area display differences in the specific content they teach, however Shabbat, holidays,
and Jewish values are universally the main vehicles for introducing Judaism in the classroom.

Uniqueness of Programs/Why Parents Choose Them
Four of the six program directors noted that parents choose their early childhood program for a sense of
community and family. Directors reported that when parents come in for a tour, they can feel the
warmth and nurturing atmosphere. Prospective parents see that the children are engaging easily with
teachers and peers and appear comfortable and happy; parents want that for their own child.
Jewish education and Jewish values were reported by half of the directors interviewed as key factors in
parents’ decision to enroll their child in Jewish ECE. However, there was also a recognition that Jewish
values, such as caring for others, being a good friend, and caring for the environment, are universal
human values and parents, both Jewish and non-Jewish, want these values to be instilled in their
children. Some programs find that the focus on values is a selling point for both Jewish and non-Jewish
families.
Other factors that directors reported parents considered when making their decision about an ECE
program (and which directors promote as selling points) included the program’s reputation; word-ofmouth referrals, including from friends who are sending their own children there; the quality of the
program, including the faculty; the services available for children with disabilities and special needs; and
convenience in terms of location, hours of operation and ages of children served.
Programs also showcased a variety of additional strengths and assets to prospective families. For
example, one program has a reputation for being inclusive and meeting the needs of children with a
variety of special needs. Another enrolls children as young as 18 months, which is unique for a local
Jewish ECE program and convenient for parents who need child care at that age. A third has a beautiful
and accessible facility with bright rooms and windows as well as a ramp for strollers. Lastly, yet another
program has access to a nearby park and the children therefore spend a lot of time in nature.
On the other hand, directors noted three factors that may dissuade parents from sending their child to a
Jewish ECE program. These include shorter hours of care, a lack of special services that some children
may need, and the inconvenience of being closed on Jewish holidays.
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Teachers' Professional Development
All programs offer professional development (PD) opportunities to their teachers. These are a mix of inhouse and external training opportunities.
In-house PD activities include periodic, intensive full-day workshops as well as regular, full-team or
small-group staff meetings. For example. teachers from all classes of a certain age may meet on a
regular basis to share information across classes, or each pair or group of class teachers meets with a
pedagogical specialist to discuss the curriculum in their classroom. In one program,, teachers from each
class meet with a special educator weekly to review how each child in their class is going and discuss
strategies for supporting them. The director of another program stated that learning about Judaism,
specifically Jewish values and practices, is the content of a significant proportion of their PD activities
because they want teachers to be able to bring the content into their classrooms in developmentally
appropriate ways.
ECE teachers also have opportunities to engage in PD activities outside of the program’s walls locally,
nationally, and internationally. A few directors noted that their educators attend the yearly Jewish Early
Childhood Educators Conference, a day-long event sponsored by the local Federation for all area Jewish
ECE program educators. One program is part of the National Reggio Emilia Alliance (NAREA) group and
allows teachers to attend their meetings. Although the majority of their PD programming is in-house,
one program recently sent four educators on a Federation led trip to Reggio Emilia, Italy to learn and
think about the Reggio Emilia philosophy through a Jewish lens.
In addition to formal opportunities, some PD occurs informally at Program A. The director reported that
teachers commonly consult her to think through their curricula or how they are approaching learning in
their classrooms, or in preparation for parent teacher conferences. These ongoing conversations serve
as rich PD for teachers.
Availability of funding for PD activities varied, with some programs providing financial support for most
or all PD activities and others providing partial support. Teachers at some programs were required to
pay a portion of costs out-of-pocket for PD opportunities. Financial support typically includes funding for
conferences, meeting registration, or course fees.

Leadership and Governance Roles of ECE Center Parents
Parents are involved in the programming and policies of these six Jewish ECE programs in various ways,
including through advisory groups and through parent surveys or townhall meetings. However,
governance of the programs does not rest with parents.

Four program directors noted that parents participated in advisory groups within their Jewish ECE
programs. The Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) at one program coordinates parenting workshops and
surveys parents each year regarding topics about which parents would like to learn. The workshops are
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held about three or four times per year. Recent workshop topics have included discipline and healthy
eating, and there will likely be a future workshop on the Reggio Emilia philosophy. Another program has
an advisory group, which includes but is not limited to parents, which helps to form and change program
policies and regulations. Examples of issues addressed include the cut-off age for program enrollment,
the snow day and weather-related delay policy, and tuition increases. Program A also has an advisory
group of lay leaders who help guide policies. They are not a decision-making body, but the director takes
their ideas into serious consideration. Program C used to have a parent advisory group but did not have
one at the time of the interview. Parents know that they may provide input and feedback, which the
director appreciates hearing however it is ultimately up to the program staff to make final policy
decisions.
In addition to the PTA, one program solicits policy-relevant feedback and opinions in town hall meetings
throughout the year that are open to all program parents. Parents are invited to attend to discuss the
school, voice concerns, and give feedback. Changes such as serving organic produce in classrooms,
increasing building security, and increasing the frequency of teacher-family communication (from
weekly to daily) have been implemented following these meetings.
Beyond governance, all programs have a parent committee that plans fundraisers and social events. The
most frequently mentioned social event was parent dinners. Organizing dinner at a restaurant may also
serve as a fundraiser for the parent committee. At one program, the parent committee provides lunch
for the staff on PD days; the director commented that this luncheon makes teachers feel appreciated.
Four directors reported that their programs have either a Chesed Committee or a representative that
organizes meals, gifts, and/or cards around lifecycle events, such as the birth of a child or a death in the
family.

Descriptions of Families' Jewish Involvement with the ECE Center
ECE centers offer a variety of activities for wide appeal and geared towards busy parents
Directors all observed that families had many demands on their time. One director said they tried to
balance expecting a certain level of participation and taking into account parents’ limited availability.
Their only requirements were that parents attend one or two Friday morning Shabbat celebrations
during the year and a Passover experience. They asked for volunteers at other times, but made it clear it
is not required. This is a constant tension, as the director said:
“So we walk this tight rope between engaging the parents as much as we can… we’ve really
worked so hard, just on the language on the flyer to say you’re welcome but you’re not
expected... It’s really, really, really hard... It’s one of the things we struggle with a lot. But we do
everything we can to engage parents as much as possible.”
Most Jewish ECE worked to have events at times at which parents can attend. For example, Program B
changed their Kabbalat Shabbat celebration from 11:30am to 9:30am, right at drop-off time, so more
parents could attend.
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All six ECE center directors reported offering a variety of activities that they hoped would appeal to a
wide range of parents. Program B had a kindergarten readiness workshop and contracted with a
developmental psychologist who ran monthly workshops for parents on issues related to normal
development, including potty training, disrupted sleep, and how to handle a tantrum. Other programs
periodically offered talks for parents on topics related to parenting.

ECE centers create opportunities for parents to meet and get to know synagogue staff
One program held family holiday celebrations, organized by the Parent Teacher Organization, such as
Sukkot and Chanukah dinners and a Purim carnival. They also had a family “Shabbat sing” with the
clergy. The director reported that 75 percent of parents attended these events. Another program
director reported inviting parents to holiday celebrations, some of which included families from the ECE
program as well as the synagogue at large so they could get to know each other.

ECE centers offer opportunities for parents to socialize and form friendships
The six Jewish ECE centers used different approaches to help parents connect with each other.
Opportunities to connect began when parents were considering enrolling their child in the ECE program.
For example, one director mentioned “Talk and Tours” for prospective parents organized for two to
three parents at a time, as a way of connecting prospective parents to one another and facilitating
friendships.
Opportunities to connect continued at the start of each school year with “back-to-school” events. For
example, the director of Program B mentioned orientation day for newly admitted children; Program D’s
director noted a school-wide play date the weekend before school starts and back-to-school night for
parents; and Program C’s director gave the example of a class party. Program E had a family picnic,
where they encouraged parents of children in the same classroom to connect with each other by using
color-coded name tags. As one director stated, “I think parents feel like they wanna socialize with each
other, but they need someone to organize it.”
ECE centers found ways to structure their school experience to facilitate interaction, such as one
program, requiring parents to walk their children into the building. As the director said, “we want this to
be their community.” Another program set up an indoor play space one or two days a month so families
could stay and play with their children and visit with other parents. This program also had quarterly
Sunday events at the synagogue that included PJ Library story time, a movement activity, or a craft
project for a charity. One program had a Shlicha (an emissary from Israel) through the Jewish Agency
who helped arrange family activities.

ECE Centers extend Jewish and secular learning from the classroom to home
As the director from one DC program, described, the goal for family programming, both Jewish and
other, can be seen as three-fold: (1) giving parents a window into what their children do at school; (2)
linking what the child learns in school with practice at home; and (3) educating parents on home
observance of Jewish rituals. As she said:
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“It’s a combination of allowing the parents to understand the kind of work and learning their
children are doing in the classroom. It’s also an opportunity for the children to understand that
this holiday is about being with family and sharing that experience together. And it’s also about
parent education. It’s an opportunity to show a parent, because many of our parents don’t
know what this holiday is and how and why. And we hope they’ll take it home.”
All six Jewish ECE directors described using Shabbat and holiday foods and objects as a way to extend
classroom activities into families’ homes. This included sending home toolkits for Shabbat and holidays
that had ritual objects, such as mezuzot, seder plates, matzah covers, and menorahs, together with
written materials, such as the relevant prayers, recipes, and instructions on how to make and use the
items. Some programs used materials developed for these purposes by the Jewish Federation and PJ
Library. Some programs included a journal with the toolkit, and parents could record how they
celebrated, as well as add photographs of the family. Several programs also either baked challah with
the children to send home or provided parents the opportunity to order challah to have sent home on
Fridays. One program gave families a CD with the cantor singing all the blessings and songs they sing in
school.

ECE centers regularly communicate with parents
All six directors reported that their Jewish ECE program maintains regular communication with parents.
One director said the staff worked hard to ensure that parents were aware of what their child was doing
during the day and felt part of the routines and learning that happened in the classroom. Staff used
YouTube and video streaming as methods of communicating with parents around a range of ECE centerrelated issues, which they called “coffee talks.” The director of another program stated, “Parents are
informed about everything going on in the classroom through various newsletters.” This included daily,
weekly, and monthly communication through newsletters, journals, and bulletins, respectively. Another
program had regular email communications with parents, and the program surveyed parents on how
much they read and valued the email communications teachers sent daily. The director was surprised at
the robust, positive feedback and said, “we just got these overwhelming responses that everyone loves
them, and uses them, and finds them to be a really important part of the program.”

Jewish ECE centers encourage families to participate in other Jewish organizations in the
community
Jewish ECE program directors mentioned both formal and informal efforts they made to connect
parents with other Jewish organizations in the community. The most commonly mentioned
organizations to which Jewish ECE referred families was PJ Library, followed by the synagogue in with
the ECE program is housed. For example, the directors at Programs A, E, and F said their programs
shared information about PJ Library, local Jewish day schools, synagogue membership, trips to Israel,
and other Jewish events and programs in the community with enrolled families. The director at Program
B also promoted synagogue-sponsored family events and services, and referred eligible families to
synagogue programs, such as a group for non-Jewish mothers raising their children Jewish.
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Increased Jewish engagement as a result of ECE attendance
No programs have a formal system for measuring change in Jewish engagement from enrollment to
graduation. The anecdotes that directors shared during the interviews suggest powerful changes in
families’ level of Jewish engagement, at least over the time of their participation in the Jewish ECE
program. However, these anecdotes may represent a small subset of families with a child enrolled in the
ECE program. It is unclear how representative these experiences are of all ECE program families.
All six directors spoke about changes in families’ Jewish engagement that resulted from program
attendance and reported that families who began in the program with a high level of Jewish
engagement generally maintained that level of engagement once their children graduate from the
program. All directors also reported anecdotal evidence that families who were not at all or less
engaged in Jewish life at program entry increased their level of engagement while their children
attended Jewish ECE program.
Directors at five of these six Jewish ECE programs reported that families celebrated Shabbat more
frequently and in a more comprehensive way than they did prior to enrollment. Examples of increased
Shabbat practice among ECE families included attending Tot Shabbat programs, lighting candles, saying
Shabbat blessings, and saying Havdalah at home. Additional, less frequently discussed indicators of
increased home practice included building a sukkah and saying the shema prayer before bed.
Other aspects of increased Jewish engagement as a result of Jewish ECE attendance included changes in
Jewish institutional attachment (e.g., becoming synagogue members and attending Jewish day camp)
and connection/interaction (e.g., developing new Jewish friendships). A program director shared an
anecdote that exemplifies the formation of friendships and how that relates to increased Jewish
engagement:
“We have a family who started a few years ago … and really [did] not [have] much to do with
Judaism. And they started hosting Shabbat dinners with other families. I ran into the husband at
[kosher supermarket] and I’m like, ‘What are you doing here?’ He’s like, ‘look what you’ve done
to us, now we have to buy kosher food. We’re having someone over for Shabbat dinner.’”
Another director reported that multiple families are interested in continuing to be involved in Judaism,
stating that many parent have told them that “we weren’t thinking about going to Jewish day school for
our children, that wasn’t really in our mind when we came, but we really wanna continue Judaism,
because you’ve laid a really beautiful foundation and our children just love it.”

The director from one program discussed the role of the ECE center as forming a foundation of
knowledge in Jewish practice, especially around Shabbat, for families with one non-Jewish spouse.
Whether these families continued any of these practices after their child left the ECE center is unknown,
but the parents were certainly more knowledgeable than they were before their child entered the
program.
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Facilitators of involvement in Jewish Life
Directors talked about a number of factors that may facilitate or hinder parent involvement in Jewish
life, beyond just involvement in their particular Jewish ECE program. Facilitators mentioned include
event logistics, creating welcoming environments, community and social connection, having young
children, and accessible Jewish content. The most commonly identified barrier to Jewish involvement
was demands on families’ time. This section of the report addresses factors that facilitate families’
involvement in Jewish life, and the next section will describe barriers to families’ involvement.

Logistics of events
Directors reported that a key factor in parent attendance at ECE programs and family attendance at
events outside of Jewish ECE program hours is the time at which events are held. One director noted
that they’ve experimented with starting Tot Shabbat at 6:00pm, 6:15pm, 6:30pm, and 6:45pm on Friday
evenings in order to figure out what time works best for the ECE families. Every family is balancing
unique factors, such as children’s evening routines and parents’ work hours, that make it difficult to find
the time that works best for most families.
The director of Program B shared that they moved their in-school Kabbalat Shabbat celebration from
the middle of the day to the morning, at drop-off time, to make it easier for parents to participate. With
this structure, parents could stay for twenty minutes or so when they drop off their children and then
head to work, rather than needing to leave work in the middle of the day.

Creating Welcoming Environments
Multiple directors highlighted the importance of creating an accepting and nonjudgmental environment
in order to make families with varying levels of Jewish engagement and observance feel welcome. Some
programs serve many interfaith families and the non-Jewish parent may be uncomfortable attending
Jewish programming. One director shared feedback that she received from a parent regarding a Shabbat
dinner the program held:
“I’ve had a mom whose spouse, husband is not Jewish and she said, ‘Please tell me you’re gonna
have these Shabbat dinners next year, you’re not gonna stop them because my husband has not
felt comfortable in the Jewish world, and he felt so comfortable in that community event and
it’s bringing him into… that’s a part of our family.’”
It is clear from this quote that this Shabbat dinner experience led the family to want to continue to
attend similar programs and continue their involvement in the Jewish community.

Community and Social Connection
As mentioned previously, parent and family events both during and outside of school hours facilitate the
formation of community and relationships among parents. Many directors reported that the synagogue
in which their programs are housed holds Tot Shabbat services. These services are open to anyone,
including families with children enrolled in the ECE programs as well as congregants with young children
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who are not enrolled in the program. Thus, Tot Shabbat services provide a forum for parents to socialize
with other parents of children in the program as well as parents of young children in the broader
synagogue community.
An additional facilitator of social connections among parents is the community that is formed within
each class. Some ECE programs have “class parents” who are tasked with organizing social events for
families of children in their child’s class. The director of one program reported that these smaller social
events provide a feeling of belonging to a tight-knit community and facilitate the creation of bonds
between the parents.
One director described a program serving families with children under the age of two years. Although
this is a synagogue program that is not formally associated with the ECE program, it was started by the
program director in conjunction with a parent of children in the ECE program to encourage networking
among families.
“It’s just a time for the parents to network, and it’s children as young as a month old up until
[age] two. And that just started this year and it’s been successful. And some of those children, if
they start in the fall at 13 months, or 12 months, or 18 months, they have enrolled in our twoyear-old program. So, it is a nice feeder without it being planned for that purpose. It was really
so that Jewish … young Jewish families could be together and network together. So, it’s a very
informal… there’s no fee. They have a little bit of food and the children are just crawling around
on the floor, playing with the toys that we provide.”
This program occurs monthly and each month a member of the synagogue staff attends so that parents
can meet them. The rabbi, cantor, and director of youth and family programming have all attended.
Thus, not only do parents meet one another, but they also have the opportunity to become familiar with
synagogue staff representing the larger Jewish communal institution.

Accessibility of Jewish content
Jewish ECE programs make an effort to make Judaism, particularly home practice of Jewish rituals,
accessible to families. This is particularly beneficial for parents who have limited knowledge of Jewish
customs. Multiple directors reported that they send information home around Jewish holidays so that
parents can learn more about the holiday as well as how it is celebrated. Making observance accessible
in this way makes it easier for parents to implement observance in their home, as reported by one
director:
“I think that for parents who might not feel comfortable with the Jewish aspect in terms of their
own background and knowledge… If they’re learning with their child and they’re learning it from
what their child is bringing home or what teachers are saying, and background information
about the latest holiday, what they’re getting from that is something that is an easy entry point
to something; if they are interested in learning more, it’s right there. We work to make sure that
it’s available and that it is available in a way that is welcoming and nonjudgmental.”
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As mentioned earlier, all but one program sent a Shabbat “kit” or “box” home with a different child each
week and encouraged the parents to use the ritual items in the box to celebrate Shabbat. When children
come home from school and ask their parents if they can celebrate Shabbat, having these resources
makes it more likely that parents will be comfortable doing so.

Barriers to Involvement in Jewish life
In contrast to factors that facilitate Jewish engagement, there exist barriers, or factors that get in the
way of families’ Jewish engagement.

Time Constraints
As mentioned above, the most frequently director reported barrier to Jewish involvement was demands
on families’ time. For example, one director noted that “every new stage has different demands on
time, but early childhood is certainly one of the stages that has a lot of it.” Similarly, another director
highlighted that a lack of time is a significant barrier to families’ involvement in Jewish activities, and
specifically noted that this may be due to an increase in families with two parents in the workforce. In
response to a question about barriers to Jewish engagement, they noted:
“I think just people being busy. I think we’re seeing a lot more two-parent, working families. And
I think most of our families both parents work, and they work long hours, children are in school
for long hours. So, I think just finding time.”

Meeting Children’s and Families’ Special Needs
One director raised the topic of children with special needs, highlighting that many Jewish organizations
and Jewish ECE programs are not equipped to serve children with special physical or developmental
needs and this is a major barrier to families’ involvement in activities and programs offered by Jewish
organizations. They reported that in order to truly be able to meet children’s needs, programs need to
have “people on staff with the background and the expertise to work with all families in various
capacities and to work with the teachers about issues with different kids.” This director contended that
not having a Jewish ECE center that can work with children with special needs can turn families away
from Judaism altogether.
“It’s a really critical issue in the Jewish community to understand how and why to successfully
include those children and their families because when they’re turned away in that matter from
a Jewish preschool, more often than not they turn away from the entire Jewish community and
that’s their last involvement.”
The director of another program reported that they welcome children with special needs and work with
an outside agency that comes in to do child observations and work with parents. In all cases, the
program attempts to accommodate families’ needs, however in some cases it is simply not the best fit
for the child, particularly because they do not have any staff dedicated to working with children with
special needs. They do refer families to appropriate local services and have a few students who attend
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the program for a half day and attend a different program with more specialized services for the other
half of the day. One director noted that the lack of specialized staff is a barrier for some families,
although the program does work creatively to accommodate students as they would like Jewish
education to be accessible to all but recognize that their program may not be the be best fit,
developmentally, for all children.

Integration of School and Synagogue
All programs visited in the greater Washington DC area are housed in synagogues. Interviewers asked
directors about the relationship between the ECE program and the synagogue within which it is housed.
Ways in which the ECE and synagogue interact included: the ECE program promoting synagogue events,
ECE program parent representation on the synagogue board, relationships with clergy, and tuition
discounts for synagogue members.
One director reported that they make a concerted effort to both make ECE families aware of synagogue
events and include clergy in ECE program events. They also send their synagogue newsletter to all ECE
families, regardless of their synagogue membership status. Similarly, the directors of Programs C and D
noted that they actively promote and encourage families to attend synagogue events. One program
works with their clergy who aids in increasing involvement of ECE families in the larger synagogue
community; the director shares names of school families who may be interested in different events to
the clergy and the clergy then reaches out, as appropriate.
Most Jewish ECE programs specifically encourage families of children enrolled to attend the synagogue’s
Tot Shabbat programming. Tot Shabbat programs not only provide a positive Shabbat experience, they
also allow parents to meet other synagogue families who do not have a child enrolled in the ECE
program and to familiarize themselves with the synagogue’s clergy and/or youth and family
programming staff.
Three ECE programs offer discounted tuition for synagogue members which serves as an incentive for
families to join the synagogue. Although ECE programs find that parents do join the synagogue for this
reason, the director of Program E acknowledged that some parents join for the discount and do not
renew their membership once their children leave the program. Offering discounted tuition appears to
be a successful approach to increasing membership among ECE families but only some families stay
members in the long run.

Contact with Former Students After Graduation from the Program
Directors of Jewish ECE programs in the Greater Washington DC area discussed whether and how they
are in contact with former students after they graduate from the program and move on to elementary
school. Directors of three programs reported that they do not have any formal contact with program
alumni. Two directors, however, described ways in which they reach out to former students. Program A
hosted an alumni Shabbat event on a Friday morning on which public schools were closed.
Approximately one hundred people attended this event. Everyone – the children, the parents, and the
teachers – enjoyed the event as it provided an opportunity for the children to see their former teachers
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and for the teachers to see how well their former students were doing in kindergarten. Program C
maintains a listserv of former ECE program families and invites them to attend their annual Purim
carnival as well as other events throughout the year.
In one program that does not have any formal system for being in touch with program alumni, the
director reported that they do have a handful of children who come back to visit the program when they
have a day off from school. In addition, the director maintains a folder to keep track of former students’
whereabouts and accomplishments as she learns of them.
All directors reported that they do not have any formal measure of long-term, sustained involvement in
Jewish life. However, one informal metric is Jewish day school attendance. Jewish day school attendance
among Jewish ECE program graduates varied quite a bit among programs; most programs had few if any
former students attend Jewish day school, but one program director reported that approximately 50-55
percent of their students enroll in Jewish day school upon finishing the program. Directors largely
reported that the other most common ways in which they see children and families involved once they
outgrow the ECE program are participation in the synagogue’s religious school, Jewish camp attendance,
and synagogue membership and attendance. Thus, program directors see continued institutional
involvement among families; however, institutional involvement is just one subset of a multidimensional
construct of Jewish engagement among young families. Program directors have no way to know
whether former students and their families who are not engaging with Jewish institutions are involved in
Judaism in other ways or are no longer Jewishly involved.

Conclusion
This report presents findings from interviews with directors of six Jewish ECE programs in the greater
Washington, DC area. Many directors pride themselves on the strong communities that exist within their
program’s classrooms and the ECE program overall. They believe that this sense of community is evident
when prospective families visit and influences families’ decisions to send their children to the Jewish ECE
program. Once children are enrolled, the community provides a positive experience for parents as well
as children and supports families’ increased engagement in Jewish life.
ECE programs take many approaches to facilitate this sense of community among their families. Parents
of children in ECE programs have many opportunities to meet other parents of young children and build
friendships. Directors reported that parents meet each other during drop off and at ECE program events,
including classroom celebrations, schoolwide family events, and social events for parents only. It is also
common for programs to have a parent representative in each classroom who is tasked with organizing
meals when parents have a child, helping to build systems of support among parents. Directors
observed that friendships that form between parents also facilitate increased engagement in Jewish life
as families find others with whom to attend synagogue or celebrate Shabbat or holidays.
Meeting families’ needs, in terms of their knowledge of Jewish practices, comfort in Jewish spaces, and
schedules is another approach ECE programs take to ensure all families feel a part of the ECE program
community. Shabbat “kits” sent home with children are designed to be accessible to and appropriate for
families with varying levels of religious observance. ECE programs also ensure that program events are
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open to and welcoming of all families, including interfaith families who may feel uncomfortable in other
Jewish spaces. By creating a welcoming environment, families feel more comfortable showing up to
program events and becoming more involved in the Jewish ECE community.
One area with room for improvement is providing supports for families of children with disabilities or
other special needs. The topic was discussed with four directors, all of whom noted that their programs
provide some services to meet children’s special needs. Two programs contract with outside specialists
to work with children on site rather than employing in-house specialists. One director noted that Jewish
ECEs are typically limited in their ability to serve children with special needs; however, offering such
services is critical for making the community accessible to all families. Programs have a need for financial
support to employ specialists with appropriate training and expertise to work with children with special
needs and their families.
Families’ busy schedules sometimes make it difficult to engage in Jewish life, and although it is not
possible to cater to every family’s schedule, program staff put a lot of thought and resources into
maximizing convenience for families. Whether scheduling classroom events to be at a time more
convenient for parents, offering before and after care, or planning social events, program staff work
hard to ensure that families have an opportunity to participate in program events and feel a part of the
ECE program community.
Jewish ECE directors within the Greater Washington DC area with whom we spoke did not have much
information on the level of Jewish engagement that families maintained after their child graduated from
their program. Although several ECE programs keep in touch with alumni families, they do not inquire
directly on beliefs or activities that families demonstrate post-ECE. In addition, the anecdotal evidence
ECE directors have of continued engagement in Jewish life among ECE graduates is focused on families’
involvement with Jewish institutions, such as synagogues, Jewish summer camps, and Jewish day
schools.
In sum, Jewish ECE program directors believe that feeling a part of the ECE program community is the
primary mechanism for increasing involvement in Jewish life among many families with children
enrolled in the program. Families feel a part of the ECE community through organized program events
that facilitate friendships, make families feel welcome, and meet their different needs. As a result,
families establish friendships with other families with whom they can feel comfortable attending Jewish
events and services both within and outside of the ECE program.
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Glossary of Terms for the Greater Washington, DC Profile
Chesed: is a Hebrew word that refers to acts of loving kindness toward others.
Halachic: referring to the collective body of Jewish religious laws derived from the written and Oral
Torah.
Havdalah: Literally, “separation." The Saturday night home ritual that separates the Sabbath from the
beginning of the new week. The ritual uses wine, spices, and candles to transition from Sabbath to the
weekdays (www.reformjudaism.org).
Kabbalat Shabbat: “Receiving Shabbat.” A special collection of prayers recited to welcome Shabbat on
Friday evening (www.reformjudaism.org).
Matzah cover: A cloth that covers traditional unleavened bread used at a Passover seder.
Menorah: Seven- or nine-branched candelabra; commonly refers to the nine-branched Hanukkah lamp;
plural: menorot (www.reformjudaism.org).
Mezuzot: plural of “mezuzah”: Literally, “doorpost;” a decorative case that holds a handwritten
parchment scroll of the Shema and V’ahavta. Mezuzot are placed on external and internal doorposts of
homes to fulfill the commandment in Deuteronomy 6:5-9 “inscribe them [these words] on the doorposts
of your house” (www.reformjudaism.org)
Purim: "Lots" (Hebrew). Holiday that commemorates Queen Esther's actions to save the Jews of Persia
from death; marked by a festive reading of the story, contained in the Scroll of Esther
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Seder plate: A plate used to display the symbolic foods used at a Passover seder.
Shema: is the most ancient Jewish prayer that can be found in the Torah. It affirms that there is only one
God. The Shema says that God is personal and demands love from Jews with every aspect of their being.
Shlicha: Hebrew term conveying apology (e.g., “sorry” or “excuse me”).
Sukkah: "Booth" or "hut;" temporary structure associated with the agricultural festival of Sukkot; plural:
sukkot (www.reformjudaism.org).
Tikkun Olam: is a Jewish concept defined by acts of kindness performed to perfect or repair the world.
This term is often used with reference to social justice and equity, as well as environmental restoration.
Tzedakah: Container for collecting money for charitable purposes. It is customary to place money in
a tzedakah box prior to candle lighting in the home (www.reformjudaism.org).
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Understanding the CASJE ECE Project Target Communities: Seattle,
Washington
Seattle Community Scan
Seattle’s Jewish Population: A Brief Overview
As of 2018, the most recent Jewish population study for Greater Seattle was conducted in 2014. 33 It
estimated a Jewish population of 63,400 individuals who live in 33,700 households. This population
figure is 70 percent larger than the 2000-01 estimate of 37,180 Jewish individuals, indicating
considerable growth in Greater Seattle’s Jewish population over the intervening years.
Slightly more than half (57 percent) of all Jewish households are located in the city of Seattle. The
Seattle suburbs with the largest number of Jewish households are Bellevue (8 percent of all Jewish
households) and Mercer Island (7 percent). Of the remaining Jewish households, 16 percent are located
within King County, where Seattle is the county seat, and 12 percent are located outside of it.
The study found that 61 percent of Jewish adults were married; of these, 56 percent were intermarried.

Jewish Preschools: The Greater Seattle Landscape
Just under one-third (30 percent) of Greater Seattle Jewish households had children under the age of 18.
The study estimated that there were 4,500 children who were age-eligible for Jewish preschool. This
figure represents 34 percent of all Jewish children in Greater Seattle under the age of 18. Jewish
preschool enrollment was estimated at 32 percent of age-eligible children.
When this community scan was conducted, there were 11 Jewish preschools in Greater Seattle. Table 1
shows their geographic location and Table 2 shows their sponsorship/affiliation.
Table 1. Geographic Distribution of Jewish Preschools in Greater Seattle, 2018
Geographic location
Seattle
Bellevue
Mercer Island
Issaquah
Tacoma
Total

33

Number of preschools
6
2
1
1
1
11

See 2014 Greater Seattle Jewish Community Study.
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Table 2. Sponsorship/Affiliation of Jewish Preschools in Greater Seattle, 2018
Sponsorship/Affiliation
Jewish Community Center (JCC)
Chabad Day School

Number of
preschools
1
1

Chabad Center
Orthodox Day School

1
2

Conservative Synagogue
Reform Synagogue

1
3

Community/Independent
Community/Independent Day School
Total

1
1
11

Support for Jewish Preschools
When this community scan was conducted in 2018, the Jewish Federation of Greater Seattle offered no
staff support and no financial support for Jewish preschools. No one working at the Federation had a
portfolio of responsibilities that included early childhood education. The fact that there was no
Federation support does not preclude the existence of non-financial support to early childhood
educators from national organizations such as the Jewish Community Center Association or the Early
Childhood Educators of Reform Judaism.
In 2010, there was a fellowship program for selected preschool educators at seven Seattle preschools. 34
There were no scholarships or financial aid for preschool parents.

Programs for Families with Young Children
Seattle had no central Jewish umbrella organization coordinating events for families with young
children. Almost all of the programming was offered by either the Jewish Federation of Greater Seattle,
which sponsors the PJ Library, or the Stroum Jewish Community Center on Mercer Island, which offered
various fee-based programs for parents through its parenting center, Makom. While the two institutions
did partner occasionally, their programming and publicity was for all practical purposes separate and
independent. Local synagogues also offered their own programming for parents with young children.

34

See https://seattlejewishearlychildhood.weebly.com/about-the-ece-fellowship.html
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The Federation had one employee focusing on families with young children who held the title Child and
Youth Engagement Associate. This employee had shared responsibility for the PJ Library along with
other child and youth activities for grade school children, tween, and teens.

PJ Library
PJ Library, a program funded by the Harold Grinspoon Foundation in collaboration with local donors,
sends free Jewish books and CDs monthly to families with children age six months through age 8.
Currently, 200,000 books in English, Hebrew, Spanish, and Russian are sent to families each month
around the world. PJ Our Way offers free books to children ages 9-11, allowing children to choose their
books.
The PJ Library was introduced to Seattle in 2009. At the time of this community scan, 2,384 children in
1,826 families across Puget Sound, from Tacoma in the south to Bellingham in the north, received books
each month.
In Seattle, the Federation offered free Neighborhood Song & Story Times under the PJ Library brand,
organized by the Child and Youth Engagement Associate. These story times were held weekly in seven
different neighborhoods. Venues were primarily public spaces such as bookstores, a Seattle Parks and
Recreation community center, and a toy store. One program took place in a synagogue. Programs took a
hiatus over the summer since the storytellers were unavailable during that time. Programs included
Hebrew, sign language, and Jewish holidays. During each story time, a PJ Library book was read. Running
these programs in public spaces normalizes Judaism for families and brings together a wide range of
parents, including those who are synagogue members to those whose only Jewish activity is PJ Library.
In 2017 the Federation offered Get Together grants, a PJ Library affiliated project, also with support
from the Harold Grinspoon Foundation. Sixty families received grants of up to $150 each for planning an
event with 2-10 other families and sending three pictures of the event to the Federation. This initiative
was offered again in 2019. One of the byproducts of the initiative is that it enabled the Federation to
identify parents who are leaders and natural connectors. Future plans include attempting to enlist these
individuals to help in connecting families to each other.
Currently, with encouragement from the Harold Grinspoon Foundation, the PJ Library administrators
plan to collaborate with Jewish Family Service of Seattle in order to create programming that will enable
families with young children to do volunteer work around social issues such as hunger and poverty.

Makom
In addition to the Early Childhood School at the Stroum Jewish Community Center on Mercer Island,
there are a wide array of fee-based programs under Makom, formerly known as the Parenting Center.
Programs are offered for all ages: infants, toddlers, preschoolers, parents, and grandparents. In addition
to programs for children there are social activities and parent education and support programs.
Makom’s Shalom Baby program provides a gift basket to every family with at least one Jewish parent
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that has a new baby in the Greater Seattle area, delivered personally by a volunteer. During visits
volunteers offer an opportunity to connect with other nearby families.
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Synthesis of Interviews with Seattle, Washington ECE Directors
Introduction
In the first half of 2018 a team of researchers from Child Trends conducted interviews with directors at
two Jewish ECE centers in the Seattle area. The purpose of the interviews was to understand the ways
in which individuals working at Jewish ECE centers see the broader engagement of families in Jewish life
as part of their mission. The interviews covered a variety of topics including a description of the center
and its curriculum, staff background and professional development, formal and informal opportunities
for parent involvement in the center, activities the center offers for parents with and without their
children, perceived role of the center in engaging families in Jewish life, and family engagement in
Jewish life outside the center and after children graduate. The interview guide appears in full in
Appendix A. This report summarizes learnings from the interviews including how Jewish ECE centers
contribute to families’ engagement in Jewish life in the Seattle area.

Selection of Programs for Interviews
As part of the broader CASJE ECE study, the research team selected one Seattle area ECE program for an
in-depth case study. That program was selected after careful consideration of the Jewish ECE programs
offered in the area. As part of the selection process the research team held informational calls with
several Jewish ECE directors, met to discuss the findings from the preliminary calls, and consulted with
Jewish Federation staff before making a final decision on the program to target for the case study.
Directors of the programs considered but not selected for the case studies were invited to take part in
the individual interviews described in this report.

Description of ECE Programs
Directors from two Jewish ECE programs participated in the interviews; these programs will be referred
to in this report as Programs A and B. Both programs have been in existence for 10 years or longer and
consist of full-day programs for infants through age 5. Both programs are affiliated with synagogues,
one with a Conservative synagogue and one with a Reform synagogue. One program recently expanded
from a part-time program to a full day program, and at the time of the interview offered families many
enrollment options, including a three-hour option (9:30-12:30), a school-hours option (8:00-3:00) and a
full-day option (7:00-6:00). Total program size was 60 children in Program A and 52 children in Program
B.
Both programs were licensed by the state for the ages of children they serve. Class sizes varied
according to age and ranged from a low of 3 to a high of 16. Teacher to student ratios also varied
according to age and ranged from a low of 1:3 to a high of 1:8. Neither program was accredited;
although one participates in the state Quality Rating and Improvement System (QRIS) system.
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Educational Goals
The director of one program expressed pride in the fact that her school did not use a pre-planned
curriculum and explained that the curriculum is “developing constantly based on the children and
families that we have at any given moment . . . it varies hugely year to year.” The director of the other
program,, in contrast, has a more structured approach. Her school uses the Teaching Strategies Creative
Curriculum to develop the daily schedule, the Infant/Toddler Environment Rating Scale (ITERS) and Early
Childhood Environment Rating Scale (ECERS) to set up the classrooms, and the Teaching Strategies Gold
assessment to evaluate the children prior to parent-teacher conferences. The director explained that
she had used the Teaching Strategies program in her previous position, and it is recommended by the
state of Washington in its Washington Kindergarten Inventory of Developing Skills (WaKIDS)
kindergarten readiness program.

Approach to Judaism
The two programs also differed in their approach to incorporating Judaism in the program. One director
explained that not all the children are Jewish, and the Jewish children come from families who follow
different Jewish practices. In addition, only 25 percent of the staff is Jewish. Because of this, the
director notes that they have no expectations regarding families' home observance. “I think the last
thing that we want is for any families to feel judged or pressured regarding their lifestyles or religious
choices.” Children in this program celebrate Tot Shabbat and Jewish holidays at school and say hamotzi
before lunch.
The director of the other, on the other hand, considers the Jewish component of the program to be
fundamental. She notes that although not all families share the same home practices, she expects them
all to understand the centrality of Judaism to the ECE program. “We're welcoming to anybody, and
we're willing to take anyone in, but they have to understand this [the Jewish component] is the base of
our program; this is what our foundation is built on.” This program has at least one Jewish teacher in
each classroom. Classroom rules are stated in terms of Jewish values. The children in this program
celebrate Tot Shabbat every Friday in school, take part in prayer on Wednesday afternoon with the
Hebrew school, incorporate the weekly Torah portion into their classroom activities, and participate in
hands-on tzedakah projects throughout the year. The children interact not only with preschool staff but
also with the other professionals who work in the synagogue.
“It becomes their second home. They are very familiar and comfortable with the rabbis . . . They
even start to get to see the religious school staff, and so when it's time for them to make that
transition, they already know who [the director of education] is, who's over at the religious
school. They've already built these relationships with the rabbis.”

Uniqueness of Programs/Why Parents Choose Them
Both directors mentioned word of mouth as a way that parents learn about their programs, and both
noted that some parents choose their programs for the community. Both programs are associated with
synagogues and being or becoming a part of the temple community is a motivator for some families.
One noted that location is also a factor in families' choices. Another noted that some families find them
not through word of mouth but through a Google search for Jewish preschools.
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Teachers’ Professional Development
Both directors reported that the State of Washington requires 10 hours per year of professional
development. Teachers accumulate these hours through internal trainings and by attending
conferences. Because one program recently added infant care, some of the teachers' professional
development has been related to that change in program. “As we're taking infants in, everyone needs
to do the Back-to-Sleep policy, everybody needs to do infant feeding trainings.” Both programs pay
conference fees so that teachers can attend professional conferences. One director explained that if
teachers attend a weekend conference, the conference fee is covered but they don't get paid for their
time. If they attend a conference on a weekday, on the other hand, they are paid for their time. “They
don't lose pay for going to a conference.”
Because one program participates in the state QRIS program, the director has access to a coach for her
own professional development. This is valuable to her because she can't get that kind of mentorship
from the other professional staff at the synagogue, since they aren't educators. The QRIS program also
provides scholarships for teachers who are interested in obtaining early childhood education degrees,
although it was unclear whether any of the teachers had taken advantage of this.

Leadership and Governance Roles of ECE Center Parents
In one program parents volunteer their help with Jewish holiday celebrations, for example by making
latkes at Chanukah, cooking for the Passover seder, or staffing activities at holiday parties. However,
there is no formal mechanism for parent involvement. Although there is a synagogue board, there are
no parents on it. The director of this program explained, “We try to get some, we invite them, but for
the most part our families are two-parent both working families, usually with a couple of kids. It's the
busiest time of their life. And so sitting on a board is not as easy as it sounds.”
One program has a “Parent Ambassador Committee” which conducts fundraising and coordinates
special events for families as well as just for parents. The committee also greets and talks to prospective
families who come for tours. This program asks all parents to commit to five hours of volunteering per
year, but they are flexible about enforcing this request. “As we're taking more full-time parents in, we
want to be respectful and accommodating of their working full-time jobs.” The director of this program
noted that there are parents from the ECE program who sit on the synagogue's board.

Description of Families’ Jewish Involvement in the ECE Center
This section discusses themes raised by directors. Families’ most fundamental involvement, of course, is
through entrusting teachers at these programs to care for and educate their children several days a
week. However, other types of family involvement occur as well.

Involvement During School Hours When Parents Come in to the Center
One director noted that her center plans its events for parents around their work schedule and thus
does not have much parent involvement during school hours. The other program has some families
who are extremely involved during the school day. The director said simply, “Our parents are here all
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the time.” This seemed to be especially true of parents of children who attend part-time; the director
described families as staying to play after they pick up their children. “The ones that pick up at 12:30
either will play in the courtyard or bring their kids in here.”
In addition to this casual playtime that occurs at pick-up, many of the families at this program come to a
morning Tot Shabbat on Fridays throughout the year. There is a Shabbat family each week that goes up
and says the blessings and lights the candles, but other families will come as well if they are free. “We
have a lot of families that will come to our morning Tot Shabbat if they can get out of work or if they're
not working.” The director notes that they try to make Tot Shabbat a warm and special time for
families: “We put the tallits up during Tot Shabbat. And we sing, 'Thank you, God' and we invite the kids
and their families to come down and sit underneath the tallits, and then afterwards the rabbi does a
blessing. So even just little moments like that, trying to make the most out of a common thing, I think, is
what can make a huge difference and that the parents and families appreciate.”
The parents have responded by doing their part to keep Tot Shabbat special for their children. The
director explained how during Tot Shabbat, the “dinosaur” from the song “There's a Dinosaur Knocking
on My Door” makes an appearance, in the form of a staff member wearing a dinosaur costume:
“Both the kids and the parents love it to the point where our dinosaur got a hole in him and
couldn't come, and before we even had a chance to buy a new one, a group of the parents got
together and bought us a new dinosaur costume because they just love it that much when their
kids get so excited to see the dinosaur come dancing at Shabbat.”

Involvement Through Parent-Teacher Exchange of Photos and Information
One director mentioned the Remini app, a classroom app with which parents can see updates on their
children's daily routine. Through photos, the director notes, parents “can see what their kids played
with that day, or what was put out on the table, what was in the sensory bin.” This app is a way for
parents and teachers to stay connected during the school day, sharing information about classroom
activities.

Involvement outside of school hours, with children and parents together
Directors of both programs spoke about special events for families to attend together outside of school
hours. One program, has four all-school Jewish celebrations a year that families are invited to: dinner in
the sukkah, a daytime Chanukah party, a Purim party, and a model seder. The director works with the
rabbi to lead these events for families. “They're all fairly hands-on. For dinner in the sukkah, a rabbi will
bring the lulav and etrog and meet them in the sukkah. For the model seder, I usually have a rabbi work
with me, and we lead a very, very abbreviated seder for young children.”
Families from Program A get together on their own outside of school hours, for example to go ice
skating or to an opera dress rehearsal.
Families in Program B also get together outside school hours for special events. The director of
described how her program works hard to make these events special for families. For example: a
Chanukah Art Show included a "fancy" dinner, student performance, and art show; an end-of-year open
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house included a campfire with marshmallow roasting and a sing-along. Both of these events were
designed to create an emotional experience for families, with special lighting, music, and food.
“We had the twinkle lights up. It was another one of those really connecting feel-good times,
where you're with your kids and their families around a campfire singing with marshmallows. It
was just really nice.”
According to the director, families appreciate this extra effort. “[We] just received tremendous
feedback about how much [the families] love it, how much they appreciated the professionalism, and
bring[ing] it to that . . . level.”

Involvement outside of school hours, just for parents
One program does not have many events for parents outside of school hours. The director explained
that parents find it difficult to attend programs without their children. “I think it's something that they
really value, and really want, and they're pulled in so many different directions.” However, they did hold
a parent's night out where the teachers provided babysitting.
The other program offers more for parents outside of school hours. Their Parent Ambassador
Committee has planned a mom's night out. “They have a little bit of a harder time to get the dads to
plan events, but they do dad's night outs, too.” In addition, all parents were given a copy of the book
“The Blessing of a Skinned Knee” 35 and they are starting a book club for parents to discuss it. They held
sessions with the rabbis to discuss safety and security concerns. Finally, they partnered with Program
for Early Parent Support (PEPS), a Seattle area nonprofit, to provide parenting programs.

Facilitators of Engagement in Jewish Life
The previous section discussed the various opportunities for involvement that parents may have
through their child's ECE program. Whether a program provides many opportunities for involvement or
just a few, directors talked about a number of factors that may make it easier or harder for parents to
be engaged in Jewish life. This section of the report addresses factors that facilitate families’
engagement in Jewish life, and the next section will describe barriers to families’ engagement.

Logistics of Events
Both directors mentioned ways they take into account family schedules and time constraints when
planning events for families. One director explained that they schedule their sukkah dinner at 5:30 and
their family seder at 5:00 so that families can take part immediately upon picking up their children. They
try to limit the number of out-of-school activities families are asked to attend. “We want to do enough,
that the things that we do are really well-attended, but not so much that people feel like they're asked
to go to things all the time, and then it feels like a struggle.”
One program does hold events outside of school hours and is careful to notify parents about the dates
of school events at the beginning of the year. “So, for our working families, if they want to come to our
35

Mogel, W. (2001). The Blessings of a Skinned Knee. New York, NY: Simon and Schuster.
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Passover lunch, they've had months to work out with their boss or a co-worker, 'Hey, I want to go to my
child's lunch during this day.'” They also try to schedule parent education for times when parents are
already in the building, for instance offering family orientation and a talk with the rabbi on the same
evening.
The Program B director noted that the timing of their family activities is changing as their program
changes in structure. “Because we are really shifting from having part-time families, where one parent
was a stay-at-home parent to having both parents working, we're slowly making the transition to
offering more evening activities.”

Supportive Staff
Both directors recognized that the fact that their programs are affiliated with synagogues can facilitate
family involvement when ECE and synagogue programs are mutually supportive. The two programs
differ in the type of connection between ECE program staff and synagogue staff. A member of the
senior leadership of one program notes that the clergy is involved “when we invite them.” Even though
she finds it challenging to coordinate with the clergy, when she does manage to do so, it is beneficial for
parents and children. “We've got our school and run the school and forget like, 'Oh, yeah, we have a
rabbi that we can bring in.’” The director of the other program describes a well-established working
relationship between the ECE program and the synagogue.
One program director noted that the teachers attend synagogue events, which makes it special for the
children and families who attend the events.
“Our teachers know, 'Okay. Once a month, I have to work on a Friday night when it's the young
family Shabbat.' Or, 'Okay. Half of us have to go to the Chanukah Pajammukah and work,' or the
Shabbat in the park. And so [the families] know that they're going to see a friendly face there.
They're going to know their teacher.”
In addition to the ECE staff's involvement in synagogue events, there is also outreach from the
synagogue staff to ECE families. At one program, a rabbi may do outreach with families from different
denominational backgrounds to be upfront about differences in practice. The director notes, “Having a
very supportive rabbi team helps to reduce the amount of struggles or challenges.”

Overturning preconceptions about Jewish life
One director remarked that some families may have preconceived ideas about Jewish organizations that
can be changed thanks to their participation in Jewish ECE.
“I think that the egalitarian piece is really important for a lot of families, and they don't expect it,
often, based on their childhood experiences with Judaism . . . and then, they are interested in
joining.”

Formation of Family Friendships
Both directors commented on the importance of friendship in facilitating engagement in Jewish life. The
director of one program explained that the “biggest draw” for engagement in Jewish life is friends and
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community. “Their people are here. The kids want to go to synagogue because they'll see their
friends.” Because friendship is so important to Jewish involvement, both ECE programs have taken steps
to encourage family friendships. A director commented on the fact that events that the ECE program
holds for families, such as the sukkah dinner and Chanukah party, have been successful at building
community.
“When we have those types of events . . . the families get to know each other better . . . they
start picking up each other's kids . . . they've built trust . . . they have relationships. And when we
build community for families . . . it just makes their
lives feel more secure and stable.”
At Program B, friendships also build through informal interaction between families after school. The
director of Program B allows families the use of the library, courtyard, and playground after school hours
if families want to stay and play instead of going home; this informal playtime allows the formation of a
stronger community of families, with potential long-term impact. As the director of Program B points
out,
“Here, they're making connections with other families who have similar ideas and interests, are
at a similar place in their life. And so then that relationship just builds.”

Families' involvement in other Jewish organizations
Program A and Program B both operate within synagogues, so for the most part their families' needs for
Jewish engagement can be met on-site. Both directors recognize that the physical location of their
programs helps to make their sponsoring synagogues the natural choice for families' Jewish
involvement, even when that was not what families might have intended at the outset. One director
explains, “I don't know that [our synagogue] even is where they probably would've started, but because
they have had really positive experiences here . . . it starts the questions.” Another director has also
seen families join her sponsoring synagogue despite that not being their original plan:
“Not that we were trying to steal people from other temples, but [families] were adamant in the
beginning, 'This [other temple] is my home, this is where my family goes,' but once they get
connected and their friends, all of their kid's friends are here, all of their friends are here, they
decided to take advantage of that membership.”
Both programs have some involvement with Jewish day schools. One director explains that when
families are considering that day school, she meets with them to talk about it. “I will sometimes be their
go-between, I will help them build those connections.” One director says that she is careful about her
program's relationship with a local school which operates an early childhood program. “We've
developed a partnership where they'll share information with us for their kindergarten and older
programs, but they know we're not going to market their open house for their preschool.”
The director of Program B reported that her program is involved with Jewish Family Service of Seattle
for food drives at the high holidays and Passover.
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Barriers to Involvement in Jewish Life
Just as there are factors that make it easier for families to be involved in Jewish life, other factors make
involvement more difficult.

Social and Cultural pressures
One director explained that families are busy, which can make it more difficult for them to find the time
to get involved in Jewish life.
“They are going all week long, and on the weekends. Between birthday parties, and different
events that they have, as well as trying to get their house cleaned up, and relax a tiny bit,
making it a priority to come to synagogue or make a nice Shabbat dinner when you just want . . .
Friday night is pizza and movie night.”

Change in program

One director reflected on how their program's change from a part-time program to a full-day program
has resulted in culture change for some families. They have rescheduled some family events from the
daytime to the evening in order to accommodate working families. “But then those families who have
the really young kids who have to get to bed at 6:00 every night” can no longer attend. Thus, the
change to a full-day program, which certainly is a facilitator for families who require full-time care, can
also be a barrier for families who are accustomed to taking part in daytime events rather than evening
events.

Measurement/Evaluation of Family Engagement by ECE Centers
One program does not conduct formal evaluation of the family engagement events that her program
sponsors. The director reports that a good turnout and good attendance the following year is evidence
of an engagement event's success. The other director reports having surveyed all her families via
SurveyMonkey at the end of the year to gauge their satisfaction and needs across a broad range of
areas. She also invited families to sit down with her and talk to her about their concerns and needs.

Jewish Activities After Graduation from the Program
Both directors continue to have contact with families after their children graduate from the program
when families take part in synagogue services and the synagogue's religious school. Because the
teachers at one program are required to staff synagogue events, they see families of graduates at those
events, and that helps to maintain the relationship between the ECE program and the synagogue. The
other program hosts reunion playdates for kindergartners in the fall of their first year as graduates, and
is also planning a 10th anniversary dinner to which all families will be invited.
One program director explained that attending synagogue services may become more important to
families after their children leave the Jewish ECE program.
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“It was easy for their families while their kids were here to have that Jewish identity piece, and so
now that their kids are in public school, how do they keep that? They come on Shabbat when
they didn't before.”
In addition to attending synagogue services and special events, some children in both programs begin
attending religious school. One director notes that there are philosophical differences between her ECE
program and the religious school's program that may make that transition a bit bumpy.

Conclusion

This report described findings from interviews with two directors of Seattle area Jewish ECE programs.
The directors related that most families at their programs become more engaged over time and
discussed a number of ways in which their programs contribute to families' Jewish engagement.
There were many similarities between the two programs. They are similar size programs that provide
full-day care for infants through age 5; both are sponsored by synagogues and serve families from a
range of religious backgrounds. However, the programs differ in terms of their approach to Judaism and
how they discuss that approach with families. One director notes that her program values inclusivity
and demonstrates this by not taking a stand that one way of being Jewish is “better” than another way
of being Jewish. The other director considers Judaism to be fundamental to her program; she and her
clergy communicate to parents that although there are many ways to practice Judaism, there are key
components to how Judaism is incorporated in their program.
The two ECE programs also differ in the extent to which the directors are willing to express expectations
of parents. One director is protective of her parents' time; she does not ask parents to be involved
during school hours and limits the number of evening programs as well. She recognizes that most of her
families are two-parent working families with limited bandwidth to take part in events outside of school
hours. The other director has the expectation that parents will volunteer five hours a year. She
recognizes that this may be out of reach for some families and does not “enforce” this expectation, but
she is not afraid to state it. Her expectation may result from the fact that some of the families in her
program have enrolled their children part-time and have the capacity to volunteer during working
hours. It will be interesting to see whether this expectation changes if this program’s parent community
changes as their full-day program grows in size.
Another difference between the two programs is the working relationship between the ECE program
director and the synagogue staff. Both ECE directors mentioned working with clergy, but one program
described clergy involvement “when we invite them” and admitted that she sometimes gets busy
running the school and forgets that she can call on others to help with school events. The other director
spoke of a strong working relationship with multiple clergy members who are involved with ECE center
families from the beginning of their interest as prospective families. These differences may complicate
the extent to which the ECE director and religious school director can work well together.
The programs also differ in the extent to which ECE families participate in the governance of the host
synagogue. One program does not have families on the synagogue board, whereas one does. It is
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unclear whether this board participation is a result of the stronger relationship between the ECE
program director and the synagogue staff, the higher expectations the director has of parents, or some
other factor.
Despite these differences, the two programs offer many of the same components to engage families in
Jewish life. Both provide programming for families to attend together outside of school hours in
celebration of Jewish holidays. Both serve as a place where families can meet one another and develop
close family friendships. Both recognize the special bond between children and teachers and take steps
to maintain that connection after children graduate from the program. Finally, both programs focus
their engagement efforts in the ECE center or synagogue, not in the family's home.
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Glossary of Terms for Seattle Profile
Bar mitzvah: Literally, "son of commandments." A Jewish boy of 13 years is considered to be responsible
for his own actions and takes on the ritual obligations of an adult. This coming of age is acknowledged in
the synagogue by calling the bar mitzvah to the Torah for an aliyah, the honor of reciting the blessings
over the reading. Bar mitzvah ceremonies may also include a demonstration of Jewish knowledge and
competence, including leading all or part of the Shabbat morning service, reading from the Torah scroll,
reading from the Prophets or giving an explanatory talk about the Torah portion. Families often
celebrate the event with a party (www.interfaithfamily.com).
Challah: A braided egg bread eaten on Shabbat and festivals. Today challah comes in many flavors and
varieties, including chocolate chip, gluten free, and vegan. Plural: challot (www.reformjudaism.org)
Chanukah: An eight-day Jewish holiday falling in late November to late December, Hanukkah
commemorates the rededication of the Second Temple at the time of the Macabees' revolt against the
Syrian empire. Hanukkah is celebrated with the lighting of an eight-branched candelabra (a hanukkiah)
in homes and sometimes in public places, as well as with gatherings of family and friends.
Etrog: "Citron." Lemon-like fruit used in Sukkot rituals (www.reformjudaism.org).
Hamotzi: Blessing before eating a meal, specifically over bread
Havdalah: Literally, “separation." The Saturday night home ritual that separates the Sabbath from the
beginning of the new week. The ritual uses wine, spices, and candles to transition from Sabbath to the
weekdays (www.reformjudaism.org).
Kosher: Literally, “(ritually) fit" or “proper;” refers to foods that are permitted to be eaten according to
kashrut, the system of Jewish dietary laws and practices. Colloquially, we say that a food is kosher (or
not) and a person “keeps kosher” (or doesn’t) (www.reformjudaism.org)

Latke: "Pancake" (Yiddish); fried potato pancake often eaten on Hanukkah; plural: latkes
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Lulav: A date palm frond with myrtle and willow sprigs attached; used in Sukkot rituals
(www.reformjudaism.org).

Menorah: Seven- or nine-branched candelabra; commonly refers to the nine-branched Hanukkah lamp;
plural: menorot (www.reformjudaism.org).
Mishloach manot: "Sending of portions" (Hebrew). Baskets of sweets and other foods exchanged among
friends on Purim (www.reformjudaism.org).
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Mitzvah: Literally, “commandment." A sacred obligation. Jewish tradition says the Torah contains 613
mitzvot Mitzvot refer to both religious and ethical obligations.

Netilat yadayim: Hand washing ritual prior to eating a meal with bread.
Passover seder: Passover is a Jewish holiday celebrated in the spring (March or April) that
commemorates the biblical Exodus from Egypt. Passover is celebrated for 7 or 8 days, during which
traditional Jews eat matzah instead of bread. Passover is celebrated in the home with one or two
seders, festive meals during which Jews retell the story of the Exodus.
Purim: "Lots" (Hebrew). Holiday that commemorates Queen Esther's actions to save the Jews of Persia
from death; marked by a festive reading of the story, contained in the Scroll of Esther
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Shabbat: The Jewish Sabbath, Shabbat begins every Friday at sundown and ends on Saturday night.
Shabbat is traditionally observed in the home on Friday night with candle lighting and a special meal,
and in the synagogue on Saturday morning.
Sukkah: "Booth" or "hut;" temporary structure associated with the agricultural festival of Sukkot; plural:
sukkot (www.reformjudaism.org).
Tallit: a prayer shawl
Tefilat Haderech: Traveler’s prayer. A prayer said when beginning travel or a journey. Can be recited by
traveler or recited to traveler by another individual.
Tu B’Shvat: "15th of Shvat;" New Year of the Trees; Jewish Arbor Day, which is a minor festival
(www.reformjudaism.org).
Tzedakah: Often translated as charity, however it also incorporates the concepts of justice,
righteousness, and giving those in need their due.
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